
 



 

CHAIRMAN’S  
MESSAGE 

Shri Kamal Mangal 
Chairman 
Anand Niketan Group of Schools 

Children are similar to seeds and parents and teachers need to play the role of gardeners 

and not of potters. Our role is of nurturing the children, rather than dictating them.     

Competition generates fear and fear stops learning. We try to create an environment, 

where co-operation and joy of work are the key motivating factors. The aim behind 

starting Anand Niketan School was that quality education should be available at all 

levels and for all. It is my positive belief that all children have the qualities to be       

successful in life. 

Some of these qualities possessed by children are truthfulness, living in the present, love 

for all, not giving up in life, forgiveness, curiosity... our duty is only to make sure that 

these qualities are not suppressed in the name of development, either at home or at 

school. Through my years of experience, I have come to believe, that school plays an 

important role in the  academic development of the students. However, the parents play 

a major role, in nurturing them to be emotionally balanced personalities. So, I was and I 

am of the firm opinion that today we need more schools for healthy parenting and   

teaching.  Let us join hands together and create a better future for our children.  
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“Education is the passport      
to the future, for tomorrow    

belongs to those who prepare 
for it Today” 

         - Malcolm X 



 

TRUSTEE’S  
MESSAGE 

Shri Amit Shah 
Trustee 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

I believe school plays a pivotal role in making people great, who in turn make a nation 
great. School education becomes a key to shape a nation's destiny. School inculcates values 
that give meaning and strength to a person's character by occupying central place in his/her 
life. They embellish one's behaviour with good qualities and prompt him to become, as 
said Albert Einstein "not a man of success, but rather a man of values." 

Teachers are sowers of seeds of learning in the receptive minds of the young. They are   
beacon lights and towers of strength. At Anand Niketan, we have the very best of teachers 
who translate our vision of education into reality. They devote their time and energy with 
patience and warmth to inspire the students to excel in their goals; our results speak of 
their perseverance for  attainment of excellence year after year. 

At Anand Niketan, Maninagar, we identify hidden potential in every single child and            
encourage him/her in both scholastic and co-scholastic fields. We have oriented our system 
of education to be in complete harmony with the 21st century needs. SMART goal 
(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time Bound) sums up our holistic        
approach to education. We have equipped the school with Science & Maths labs, smart 
class rooms and interactive green boards. Our computer aided education makes learning 
both interesting and absorbing. Our focus is always on all round development. We train the    
students to grow them as responsible global citizens. 

“I firmly believe that Anand Niketan Maninagar with all enlivening atmosphere  

helps students to get a lifetime experience." 

“The whole  
purpose of education is 

to turn mirrors into    
windows” 

         - Sydney Harris 
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DIRECTOR’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Harpreet Shah 
Director 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 
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“Quality Education  
is not a Destination, 

but a continuous  
Journey of Exploration, 
Discovery and Growth.” 

It gives me immense pleasure as the Director of Anand Niketan Maninagar 
School to extend a warm welcome to all the stakeholders of the Anand Niketan 
Maninagar school community. 
An educational institution is a place to build characters of the future citizens of 
the country. At Anand Niketan Maninagar, we believe that right mindset leads 
to the right skills. At Anand Niketan we emphasize on social, moral and        
spiritual development of students. With rigorous academic practices and          
co-curricular activities, we aim to create original thinking and work for          
developing respect for self and humanity. 
Anand Niketan Maninagar caters 100% CBSE Board examination result. Our 
students proudly take part in different National and International competitions 
with worth mentioning performance which makes our mission statement more 
realistic. This legacy of excellence of Anand Niketan Maninagar is  
materializing since years due to commitment of our students and Educators and 
whole hearted cooperation of our parents. 
Through applied learning, our students are well-endowed to excel the  
Competitive examinations of the top-most rated Universities of India & abroad 
and choose successful career path in different parts of the world. 
 
I, as Director, assure that we will continue this success journey in forthcoming 
years. 



 

Curriculum Instruction  
Coordinator’s 

MESSAGE 

Ms. Anmol Shah 
Curriculum Instruction Coordinator 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

“A Positive Learning 
Environment is the 

Foundation for Growth 
and Success in every 
Student’s Journey.” 

Anand Niketan Maninagar has always believed in a holistic approach to its pedagogy. Our teaching and 
learning approach focus on the development of the whole person-cognitive, physical, emotional and spiritual 
well-being. It is an educational philosophy that recognizes that education is not just about acquiring 
knowledge, but also about developing characters, values and life skills that are essential for personal growth 
and social responsibility. 
 
Education has always been an essential part of human development. From the early days of formal 
schooling, the focus has been on teaching student’s specific subjects and providing them with the knowledge 
and skills required to succeed in life. However, with time, it has become evident that a narrow focus on 
academic performance alone does not provide the best preparation for success in life. Hence, we as an 
institute emphasize experiential learning and encourage students to explore their interests and passions. It is 
based on the idea that learning is most effective when it is integrated into the student's life experience. For 
example, instead of just reading about history, students might visit historical sites or participate in                 
re-enactments of historical events. This approach helps students to connect what they are learning with their 
own lives, making learning more meaningful and relevant. 
 
I strongly believe in the importance of creating a positive learning environment for our students. This means 
creating a safe and supportive space for students to learn and grow. It involves building positive relationships 
between students, teachers and parents to foster a sense of community and belonging. 
 
The idea is to develop character, strong values and life skills that are essential for personal growth and social 
responsibility. In this era, knowledge is available at a click but I believe that schooling should nurture their 
intellect, enhance their skills and make them 21st-century-ready! This has always been our philosophy. 
Holistic education is not just for children. It is an approach that can be applied to all stages of life. It is about 
the pursuit of lifelong learning and personal growth. I would like to encourage individuals to become 
lifelong learners and continue to explore and discover new things throughout their lives. 
 
Anand Niketan Maninagar nurtures individuals who are seeking fulfilling and meaningful life because   
that’s what makes one truly educated. 
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PRINCIPAL’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Dipanjali Saha 
Principal 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

Competition and stress are the two most important words which are most pertinent for today’s generation. 
Competition is no doubt stressful but it is also a driver of personal growth. Is competition always stressful? Does 
competition always give us sleepless nights? What way should one start preparing for competition? There are 
end number of questions that always peep in our mind.  
According to me there are two types of competitions – external competition and self-competition. When we   
indulge ourselves in external competition, we work on the points which are needed to beat others, we cherish 
and spend time by thinking about how the person will feel low when he/she will lose to us. We invest  most of 
our time to think of that moment …. which must have a negative impact on our time and performance; because 
at that time rather than focusing on the points of preparation we indulge ourselves in thinking about the outcome 
after the victory ….. rather than working on the weak points of self, we are creating stress to chase rules for 
beating others. Actually, most people do not bother that we win or lose …. but in order to see ourselves        
victorious in the eyes of others, we forget to prioritize our self-realization and self-correction points. 
So, what do you think? Is external competition productive? According to me, self-competition is much more 
productive and best version of competition. Competition should be chasing your own unrealized potential, to get 
better version of yourself every single day. Every goal we choose to take in life should have a well-defined    
purpose. It can be driven by own internal value system. When we indulge ourselves in external competition, we 
allow other’s values to define our goals ….. but in self-competition we follow our own value system to decide 
our personal growth matrices. Each failure we see in life is a learning experience in self-competition. 
 

How to differentiate between an external and self-competition? For example, when we are at a boxing 
ring, we are competing with others. But when we are at an athletic track, every time, we are checking 
our previous timing to reach the victory line…. With every single practice we need to try and reduce 
the timing to reach the victory line…… that’s unfolding better version of ourselves ….  That is          
self–competition. 
It’s very difficult not to look at people who are ahead of you in life …. definitely we should look at 
them from the point of inspiration… but not from the point of competition.  
I will pen down by saying ….. You do your work, enjoy the process of doing the work, don’t try too 
hard to prove yourself in the eyes of others …. it will create stress which will affect your journey to do 
the work ………. if your work has merit, today or tomorrow others will definitely recognize it. When 
we don’t demand or expect from life…. just do our work with patience …. Life always gives us back 
beyond our expectation.  
Make your past-self your competitor and your future self ‘A Hero’ you cherish to look up to. 

Is Competition  
good? 
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VICE PRINCIPAL’S 
MESSAGE 

What do I  
understand ? 

Isn't it amazing to write on this topic? Yes, it is as there are enormous things, 
facts, truths and topics which leave us amazed.  For me it has great depth as I 
am the one who deals with students, their queries, their expectations and      
frustrations as well. As I look upon my mentor to pull me out smoothly from 
the trench of troubles the same is for my students when they are in trouble. 
 
We all try to match with the level of  expectations to prove our worth. But do 
we really put our genuine efforts? The answer is very simple : it depends. If 
someone is able to understand the graveness of the situation then thumb-up, 
what if not, then the level of frustration will mount up. This is what we need to     
understand and reduce the difference between a teacher and a student. 
 
Both need to come down to an understanding level to bridge the gap and reach 
the aspired target. To solve the problems, they are needed to be discussed, 
understood, analyzed and resolved. Whatever may be the thought process it can 
always be amended and mended there is no need to stretch it. An elastic can be 
stretched up to an extended length but finally takes back its original 
length.  The bottom line is, we really need to ponder upon the line ‘What do I 
understand ?’  Let's together simplify the situations with talks and quick  
effective solutions which would surely help to make the future bright and make 
everyone happy.  

Ms. Rajni Dutt 
Vice Principal 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 
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COORDINATOR’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Pooja Bhandari 
Middle School Head 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

If you ask me what drives me and motivates me everyday to feel alive, is my addiction of        
becoming Ms. Perfectionist in every work I do. As every addiction has its pros and cons, so  
has mine.  

In the race to become Ms. Perfectionist I miss the journey to reach to Perfection level, as I am 
always hindered by the negative  thoughts that if I do not execute this work in the patterned 
way to perfection, my image as Ms. Perfectionist will be tarnished. Let me give you few        
examples of Perfect persons .....like Michael Jackson, he was a perfectionist and his music 
changed the genre as people knew it. Leonardo Da Vinci, an another perfectionist whose          
inventions paved the path for so many machines we see today. So, do you think they had their 
fear? Every perfectionist fears mistakes, ironic right, but that is the factor which pushes them to 
realize the goals. Here, fear morphs itself as a motivator which helps me to succeed where    
others fail. Wanting to become perfect, but not able to make into reality, can turn the desire in     
unnecessary stress and anxiety. So, it is not a compulsion to jeopardize  health in sake of         
attaining perfection to that level. So, always strive for the progress and give your 100%,        
eventually you will become perfect as well don't forget to enjoy the process which is most      
important as it is well said : 

"Progress is more important than perfection."  

Are You  
Perfect ? 
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COORDINATOR’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Roma Shah 
Preparatory Head 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

What is  
Hope ? 

Hope 
 

Those days were fear free where days started hearing my name, 
Not the same as the present, when fearful eyes are at the clock striking for a new 
game! 
 
Running around the corridors were counted as blessings,  
Unlike the current opportunities to fulfill different kinds of cravings! 
 
Gossips and updates were limited to whose next, 
Hardly do we know now who is living at the door next! 
 
Coming all the way down to the aisle in search of a cookie,  
Praying for an existence where no one is beside me as a newbie!  
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COORDINATOR’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Roshni Prajapati 
Foundational Head (Hathijan) 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

We as a parent always want our children to be the best amongst all and in this race we      
forget the tender age of the children which is not only for learning but also can teach a lot. 
Now at this point of time you must be thinking how can a small child teach me …in        
Gujarati there is a saying ‘Me tara karta vadhare Diwali joi chhe’, …no need to explain 
what I want to say.  
 
We all have a role to play in life and while doing that we might also have to listen or get 
scolding from many people, may be the boss or senior or may be our better half. We keep 
those things in our heart and keep grudges. Now, let’s talk about our little ones. They have 
friends, teachers, parents and many more in their list. Each and every one getting angry on 
them, of course for their betterment. Do they ever keep grudges in their heart and say that .. 
‘I don’t want to talk to you’..No na …? Now tell me.. when our little ones do something 
with lots of hardwork, it is a big achievement for them, but according to us it might be an 
easy job. When they come to show you that…. see I have done it and unknowingly many 
times we start mocking at them or tell them kya kiya hain yeh?..aise thodi hota hain? …I 
am sure the child must have got angry and told that ‘ I have done it with such hard-
work ..how can you say this ? …and I am sure the child will not say this.. You take them on 
a small round in a garden and play with them ‘Hide and Seek’. That small thing will make 
them happy and they will be on the top of the world. Their happiness would have no 
boundaries. What about us, elder people ? We have branded cars, branded clothes, foreign 
trips, lunch in 5 star hotel but even after that we are not that happy and would have some or 
the other pain in heart when we return. Why so? 
        “Our little angels are unknowingly teaching us a lot ….are we ready to learn it ?” 

WHILE WE TEACH CHILDREN ALL ABOUT LIFE, 

Real Life 
Lesson 
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COORDINATOR’S 
MESSAGE 

Ms. Pratima Gupta 
Foundational Head ( Maninagar Branch) 
Anand Niketan Maninagar 

On average, today’s kids spend seven hours a day staring at electronics like phones, laptops, tablets 
and television. Evidences demonstrate that kids today tend to swap active outdoor recreation for 
more sedentary activities, often to the detriment of their health and quality of life. If you’re like 
most parents, you probably already knew your kids tend to spend more of their waking hours in 
front of a screen than playing outdoors.  
As a parent, you want your kids to grow up to be healthy, well-rounded individuals with a strong 
sense of independence and compassion. The best way to teach these qualities to your kids is to get 
them outside. Encouraging children to increase their time outside and away from their devices, aids 
their physical health and helps them become emotionally and intellectually tougher. 
  
Benefits of Outdoor Play - 
1. Physical Development  
2. Social Development 
3. Emotional Development 
4. Intellectual Development 
 
Encouraging Kids to Play Outdoors - Playing on playgrounds is one of the best ways to              

encourage kids to be active and enjoy their time outdoors. 

Playing close to home - If you can’t go far, there are still many ways to get outside close to home. 

Consider the following activities: 
• Have a scavenger hunt -You can look for specific objects or be a bit more general like:  
       things that begin with the letter B. 
• Do leaf rubbings. All you need are paper, crayons and any new leaves you can find. 
• Get active. Play a game like hopscotch. 
• Learn something new. Try yoga or exercising. 

 

  In sum up we can conclude that outdoor play is important. 

Is Outdoor Play  
Important ? 
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State of art  

Infrastructure 
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24 HOURS CCTV SURVEILLANCE COVID SAFETY Wi-Fi  ENABLED 
 CAMPUS 

CHILDREN’S 
PLAY AREA 

RECEPTION AREA 

OFFICE ENTRY 
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ICT LAB 

MATH LAB 

KARATE 

MUSIC 
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LIBRARY 

CHEMISTRY LAB 

ATL LAB 
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SCIENCE LAB 

PHYSICS LAB 

SCIENCE PARK 
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Unbeatable Success Stories since Inception  
School Awards  

• Received prestigious INTERNATIONAL GREEN SCHOOL AWARD 2022 at 6th 
NYC GREEN SCHOOL CONFERENCE & INTERNATIONAL GREEN 
SCHOOL AWARD ceremony on 24th September 2022 (Saturday) held at SUNY 
Maritime College, NEW YORK, USA. The HONOURABLE DIRECTOR MS. 
HARPREET SHAH was present at the event to receive the award. 

 
• Ranked No. 1 in Ahmedabad, No. 1 in Gujarat and No. 9 in PAN India for its     

tremendous contribution for meeting SDGs (Sustainable Developmental Goals) 
The Award was received by Respected Director of Anand Niketan Maninagar, Ms. 
Harpreet Shah and Curriculum Instruction Coordinator, Ms. Anmol Shah in an 
event held at New Delhi. 

 
• ‘SWACHH VIDYALAYA PURASKAR’ 2021-22 by Department of School       

Education & Literacy, Ministry of Education, Government of India. Award          
received by Honourable Director MS. HARPREET SHAH and Curriculum         
Instruction Coordinator MS. ANMOL SHAH from DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICER and DEPUTY DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, Ahmedabad 
District. We have received FIVE STAR RATINGS and overall 95% marks on 
cleanliness.  

 
• Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar 2021-22 from State/UT Level from Shri Jitubhai     

Vaghani, Cabinet Minister of Education, Government of Gujarat and organized by 
State Education Department on 23rd August 2022 at Pandit Dindayal Upadhyay 
Auditorium. We have received score of 97% with an overall rating of FIVE STAR 
(Excellent) for cleanliness. 

 
• ‘SCHOOL OF INNOVATION AWARD’ on 20th October 2022 at Dogra Hall, Indi-

an Institute of Technology, Delhi (IIT, Delhi) for exemplary contribution in setting  
Innovative and Entrepreneurial mind set in students and for brilliant performance 
of students. Award received by Principal, Ms. Dipanjali Saha from Director of 
Training & Skill Education, CBSE, Mr. Biswajit Saha. The occasion was                                     
also graced by Director IIT Delhi, Mr. Rangan Banerjee.  

 
• Recognized in the list of Top ATL Schools from the state of Gujarat and for        

catering ATL exemplary innovators from Gujarat in an event organized by Atal   
Innovation Mission in collaboration with the state government of Gujarat held on 
18th October 2022 at Karnavati University, Gandhinagar.  

Recognition of Academic Session 2022-2023 
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It’s an ongoing journey ... 

• Best CBSE School in East Ahmedabad by Times of India Group, 2021.  
• Guinness Book of World Record achieved by Anand Niketan Maninagar since 

2016, record is unbeatable till date. 
•  School of Innovation Award by CBSE for National Level ‘Youth Ideathon   

Competition’, 2021. 
• IAO: Certificate of International Accreditation, 2021. 
• Ranked No.1 School in India for Co-curricular and community service by       

Education Today (2020-21).  
• The Associated Chambers of Commerce of India (ASSOCHAM) felicitated 

Anand  Niketan Maninagar in the year 2021 (K-12 Day Boarding School of the 
Year), 2020 (Most preferred K-12 School of the Year), 2019 (Edushine            
Excellence Award 2019: In The Presence Of Hon’ble Former President of India 
Shri Pranab Mukherjee, 2019), 2016 (National Excellence Award, 2016). 

• Center of Educational Development Foundation (CED) felicitated Anand         
Niketan Maninagar as a 5 Star Rated School (2021, 2020).  

• Education Today; Certificate of Achievement India’s Top CBSE School           
Parameter Wise, 2020-21.  

• MSME (Ministry Of Msme Govt. Of India): Award of Appreciation to Ms.     
Harpreet Shah Director Anand Niketan Maninagar (2021).  

• Ace Awards (94.3 Myfm) For Appreciating Contribution in Education 2020.  
• Education World India School Rankings 2020-21: Co-Ed Day Schools Ranking 

9th in Ahmedabad. 
• Anand Niketan School Maninagar Valued Partner of AFS Intercultural Programs 

India.  
• Fifth Best Day school of Gujarat and the Fifth Best Day school in Ahmedabad 

Education World Awards 2019.  
• Safe Educational Institute of the year by Secona Shield Awards 2019.  
• State level Avantika Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Award 2019 received by Honourable        

Director Ms. Harpreet Shah.  
• International School Award by British Council 2014-17, 2018-21.  
• Topper in the category of Best Change Maker School, Best CSR Activity School 

in Ahmedabad and Second Best CBSE School in Ahmedabad by Times of  
• India Group, 2018. 
• TIMES Education Icon 2017 – Best CBSE Board School for Excellence in            

Education. 
• CEE: Contribution in the field of Vedic Education Award, 2015. 
• Green School Sanitation Award given by CBSE, 2013. 

Highlights of our past success stories 
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It’s an ongoing journey ... 

School Laurels 

•   Ranked 4 at National Level KIDEX competition by ATAL INNOVATION     
   MISSION, NITI Aayog. 
 
•  School is recognized by GUSEC for exemplary students’ contribution in the field  
   of innovation and gets start-up support for students’ project.. 

• Anand Niketan Maninagar Excels at World's First Indo-Russian Bilateral Youth   
Innovation Program, 2020. 

• Honorable Director Ms. Harpreet Shah was honored by ACE Awards hosted by 
94.3 MY FM, 2020.  

• ANM - The Only School in Gujarat to win ATL School of the month for the fourth 
consecutive time, 2019-20.  

• Winner of the Premier League 2019-20. Anand Niketan Maninagar stood Third 
among all the schools of Ahmedabad and was felicitated on 15th of August by 
TransStadia. 

• Inauguration of ATAL Lab in collaboration with NITI Aayog by renowned          
scientist, Dr.B.S Munjal. 

• ANM - The only School from Ahmedabad to Win ATL Marathon, 2019-20. 
• Certified Fit India School in collaboration with Fit India Initiative, 2019 
• Honourable Director Ms. Harpreet Shah awarded as CREATIVE WOMAN 

EDUPRENEUR OF ASIA, 2019.  
• Special Prize for Korea –India Friendship Essay was awarded to Anand Niketan 

Maninagar by Korean Cultural Centre India Embassy of Republic of Korea, 2016, 
2017, 2018. 

• Received Zysports Championship Trophy – Table Tennis, 2018. 
• Winner of Dell Champs 2016: Anand Niketanites have constantly been National 

level winners of DELL competition, and the winning students received a cheque of 
Rs 1 lac and a DELL  P.C. 

• Outstanding Achievement Award in Spell Bee International, 2018. 
• Olive Green International School’s Annual Soccer Tournament Valued Partner 

Award, 2013. 

Recognition of Academic Session 2022-2023 

Highlights of ANM’s previous Journey 
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• Krishna Bansal of Grade XI Science was felicitated by Honourable Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri 
Bhupendrabhai Patel on 10th August, 2022 at Gujarat University Startup and Entrepreneurship Council for 
his innovation “RAKSHIK – Covid Protective Gear for Health workers”. The program was organized by 
GUSEC & VSCIC in association with UNICEF. 

 
• Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) NITI Aayog celebrated the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav        

commemorating India’s 75 years of Independence in a grand innovation festival at Dr. Ambedkar 
International Centre (DAIC), New Delhi, on 28th April, 2022. Innovation prototype, Saksham - Handtalk 
glove for differently abled, created by young innovators, Miss Disha Bansal and Master Himay Shah, of 
Anand Niketan Maninagar, was portrayed in the event and was appreciated by Dr Chintan Vaishnav, 
Mission Director, AIM. 

• Project ‘PRAKRITI’ by Agrima Gupta (Grade IX), Gauri Kumar (Grade IX) and Aaryan Pandya (Grade 
VII) is selected among top 350 ideas for ATL Marathon for the current session and recognized as top 10 
innovations in Gujarat. Team received special mentorship support for  project by Enpower supported by 
Atal Innovation Mission, Niti Aayog. 

 
• Dhwani Sharma of Grade X has received the Inspire Award 2021 organized and funded by Department of 

Science and Technology, Govt. of India. In continuation of the same her innovation was selected as TOP 
50  innovation ideas by Inspire Award-Manak in association with AI readiness program by Intel. 

 
• Anand Niketan Maninagar participated at Inspire Award, 2022-23 organized and  funded by  Department 

of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. Khanak Desai of Grade VIII and Zeal Jain of Grade VIII  
mesmerized the selectors with their innovative ideas and had granted funding of Rs. 10,000/- each for 
further proceedings of the project. 

 
• Anand Niketan Maninagar is declared as the ‘SCHOOL OF INNOVATION’ for ‘YOUTH IDEATHON’ 

competition by CBSE. Students from Grade 6-12 had taken part in the competition. Innovative ideas from 
18 teams of Anand Niketan Maninagar got selected in top 1000 ideas at the National level.  

 
• Reeyansh Patel (Grade IV), Parv Vyas (Grade VI), Aarush Patel (Grade VI), Aaryan Pandya (Grade VII), 

Vrutant Shah (Grade VIII) and Neev Dalal (Grade X) got selected for the final round of prestigious Raman 
Young Science Innovation Award 2022 held at Raman Research Institute, Bangalore on 18th December 
2022. Out of 107 finalists at National level, Anand Niketan Maninagar secured 6 finalists under different 
age group categories. 4 of the finalists attended the National level held at Bangalore and presented their 
scientific ideas in front of the eminent scientists and was hugely appreciated.   

 
• Students topped at the State Level National Science Day celebration by Institute of Plasma Research, 

Gandhinagar under the following categories -  
1) Skit Competition - 1st position (Jeet Modi - Grade IX, Jenil Patel, Yashvirsinh Zala, Shreyansi Patel, 

Dhanvi Dhanak & Snehee Thakkar of  Grade VIII) 
      2) English Eloquence competition - 1st position (Lakshmi Pillai - Grade IX) 
      3) Gujarati Eloquence competition - 3rd position (Yashvirsinh Zala- Grade VIII) 
      4) Gujarati Essay writing competition – 3rd position (Jhanvi Patel - Grade XI SCIENCE)  
      5) Swachhata Pakhwada Quiz Competition- 1st Position (Dhriti Parikh of Grade IX and Vrutant Shah of 
Grade VIII) 
 
• Neev Dalal & Aashka Shah of Grade X became winners of ‘SAKSHAM’ - National Quiz  competition 

conducted by PCRA (Petroleum Conservation Reserve Association), Govt. of India. They have received 
Rs. 4000 each. 

Incredible Students Achievements 
Recognition of Academic Session 2022-2023 
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We Will fly High ... 

• Himay Shah & Disha Bansal - Champions Of India's Future Tycoons 
Season 3, 2020-21. 

 
• Krishna Mandge (eloquence competition) and Krishna Bansal (Science 

project) topped in IPR-NSD, 2021. 
 
• Eshan Bhatta of Grade X of ANM was awarded the CSIR Innovation 

Award for School Children 2019 on 26th September 2019 at Vigyan 
Bhavan, New Delhi for his innovation. The President of India, Shri Ram 
Nath Kovind was the Chief Guest for the function and the occasion was 
also graced by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Honourable Minister of Science and 
Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family welfare and Prof. K. 
Vijay Raghavan, Principal Scientific Advisor to Government of India. 

 
• Himay Shah (VIII) and Disha Bansal (IX) secured the first position at the    

Science Project Exhibition organized by the Institute of Plasma Research,    
Gandhinagar as a part of Vikram Sarabhai Centenary Year celebration, 
2019-20. 

 
• Winners at Children Innovation Festival 2020 - Krishna Bansal featured 

in the ‘50 Young Innovators Changing India’ booklet released by GUSEC, 
2019-20. 

 
• Mathlathon National Toppers: The students of Grade X excelled in 

Mathlathon conducted by Math Buddy, Math Olympiad National level 
online competition, with Ayush Modi and Kavish Gajjar scoring cent 
percent marks, 2018. 

Highlights of our previous glory 
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SCHOOL FUNCTIONARIES 

Academic Session  
2022-2023 

ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP TEAM 
WITH 

THE VISIONARIES 
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ADMIN TEAM 

ACADEMIC TEAM 
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PRE-PRIMARY TEAM 

GRADE I & II TEAM 
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GRADE III & IV TEAM 

GRADE V TO VII TEAM 
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GRADE VIII TO XII TEAM 

ACTIVITY TEACHER’S TEAM 
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ADMIN & ACCOUNTS OFFICE 
TEAM 

STUDENT COUNCIL 
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1 32-33 

2 34-77

3 78-104

4 105-160
 106-138
 139-149
 / / 150-153
 154-155
 ’ 156-160

5 161-174

6 175-205 

7 206-217 

8 218-229

9 230-239

10 240-253 

11 254-272 

12 273-289 

13 290-294

SNAP SHOT 
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Academic Stars 
2021— - 2022 
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School 
Awards 
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR  RECEIVED PRESTIGIOUS  
INTERNATIONAL GREEN SCHOOL AWARD 2022 AT 6TH NYC GREEN 
SCHOOL CONFERENCE ON 24TH SEPTEMBER 2022.  
THE HONOURABLE DIRECTOR MS. HARPREET SHAH WAS PRESENT AT THE 
EVENT TO RECEIVE THE AWARD, THE INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION.  
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I n t e r n at i o n a l   
G r e e n  S c h o o l  A wa r d  
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR was            
Felicitated as BEST CBSE School in East  
Ahmedabad by Times Education. 
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Anand Niketan Maninagar is RANKED NO. 1 IN AHMEDABAD, NO. 1 IN      
GUJARAT AND NO. 9 IN PAN INDIA for its tremendous contribution for meeting 
SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals).  

The Award was received by Respected Director of Anand Niketan Maninagar, Ms. 
Harpreet Shah and Curriculum Instruction Coordinator, Ms. Anmol Shah in an event 
held at New Delhi. 
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR has  been awarded  
‘SWACHH VIDYALAYA PURASKAR’ 2021-22 by Department of 
School Education & Literacy, Ministry of Education, Government 
of India. Honourable Director MS. HARPREET SHAH and 
Curriculum Instruction Coordinator MS. ANMOL SHAH received 
the award from DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT OFFICER and 
DEPUTY DISTRICT  DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, Ahmedabad 
District. Anand Niketan Maninagar has received FIVE STAR 
RATINGS and overall 95% marks 
on cleanliness. 
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Anand Niketan Maninagar has received Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar 2021-22 
from State/UT Level from Shri Jitubhai Vaghani, Cabinet Minister of 
Education, Government of Gujarat and received score of 97% with an overall 
rating of FIVE STAR (Excellent). Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar is an initiative 
under ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ by Department of School Education & 
Literacy, Ministry of Education, Government of India.  The award ceremony 
was organized by State Education Department on 23rd August 2022 at Pandit 
Dindayal Upadhyay Auditorium, Ahmedabad.  
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CERTIFIED FIT  

INDIA SCHOOL IN 

COLLABORATION 

WITH FIT INDIA 
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Anand Niketan Maninagar has been declared a "School of Innovation" for the "Youth 
Ideathon" competition announced by CBSE and a national platform to showcase students'   
innovative scientific ideas. Students of class         6 to 12 participated in the competition. 18  
teams from Anand Niketan Maninagar were selected in Top 1000 Ideas. The school received 
the 'School of Innovation Award' for the above competition on 20th October 2022 at Dogra 
Hall, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi (IIT Delhi).  
 
Ms. Dipanjali Saha, Principal of Anand Niketan Maninagar, received the felicitation from Mr. 
Bishwajit Saha, Director-Training and Skill Education, CBSE, on the behalf of the school. 
management. Director of IIT Delhi Shri Rangan Banerjee was also present on this occasion. It 
is also a proud moment for Anand Niketan as on this occasion Ms. Geeta Sachdeva of Anand 
Niketan has been awarded among the outstanding teachers in all India.  

School of Innovation Award 
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We have been recognized in the list of Top ATL Schools from the state of 
Gujarat and for catering ATL exemplary innovators from Gujarat in an event 
organized by Atal Innovation Mission in collaboration with the Government 
of Gujarat held on 18th October 2022 at Karnavati University, Gandhinagar. 
This is based on the students’ performance in ATL’s flagship challenges like 
ATL Marathon, ATL Community Day Challenge, ATL  Tinkerpreneur  etc.  
 
As India recently completed 75 years of independence, this felicitation  
program was organized to recognize top ATL schools and the Top 75 ATL 
students. The programme was graced by the presence of several senior  
dignitaries and public office holders from the State and Central Government 
like Shri Rajeev Chandrasekhar, Hon'ble Minister of state for Electronics &  
Information Technology, Skill development and Entrepreneurship, 
Government of India and Dr. Chintan Vaishnav, Mission Director, Atal  
Innovation Mission.  
The students of Anand Niketan Maninagar felicitated at this occasion were 
Disha Bansal (XII), Gauri Kumar (IX), Agrima Gupta (IX) and Aaryan  
Pandya (VII).  
It is also a proud moment for us that our teacher Johny Abraham received 
ATL Exemplary Teacher awards out of  the two teachers recognized from the 
State of Gujarat at the same event.  

ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR - TOP ATL SCHOOL OF GUJARAT 
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’ Students  
Achievements 
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It’s a proud moment for Anand Niketan Maninagar family as Krishna Bansal of Grade XI 
Science was felicitated by Honourable Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri             
Bhupendrabhai Patel on 10th August, 2022 at Gujarat University Startup and       
Entrepreneurship Council for his innovation “RAKSHIK – Covid Protective Gear for Health 
workers”. 
 
The programme was organized by GUSEC & VSCIC in association with UNICEF. Krishna 
Bansal was winner of Children Innovation Festival 2020 and featured in the “50 Young 
Innovators Changing India” booklet released by GUSEC. 
 
Krishna Bansal is congratulated and appreciated by Respected Trustee, Shri Amit Shah and 
Honourable Director Ms. Harpreet Shah. 
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Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) NITI Aayog celebrated the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav            
commemorating India’s 75 years of Independence in a grand innovation festival at Dr. Ambedkar 
International Centre (DAIC), New Delhi, on 28th April, 2022.  

Innovation prototype, Saksham-Handtalk glove for differently abled, created by young              
innovators, Miss Disha Bansal and Master Himay Shah, of Anand Niketan Maninagar was     
portrayed in the event and was appreciated by Dr. Chintan Vaishnav, Mission Director, AIM.       
The event celebrated India’s ever evolving innovation ecosystem tracing its journey right from 
the Independence to the current times.  

The event was graced by the presence of Mr. Rao Inderjit Singh, Honourable MoS (IC) MoSPI, 
Planning and MoS for Corporate affairs and Dr. Jitendra Singh, Honourable MoS (IC) Ministry 
of   S & T, Ministry of Earth Sciences, MoS in the PMO.  

Mr. Amitabh Kant, CEO NITI Aayog in his speech congratulated AIM and said “Atal Tinkering 
labs are bringing a paradigm shift in school education by inculcating a problem-solving mindset 
at a very early age.  

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV 
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ATL MARATHON WINNER  
Project ‘PRAKRITI’ by Agrima Gupta (Grade IX), Gauri Kumar (Grade IX) and 
Aaryan Pandya (Grade VII) is selected in top 350 ideas for ATL Marathon for the 
current session and recognized as top 10 innovations in Gujarat.  
 
Team received special mentorship support for project from Enpower supported by 
Atal Innovation Mission, Niti Aayog.  
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Dhwani Sharma of Grade X has received the Inspire Award 2021 organized and funded by      
Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. In continuation of the same her             
innovation was selected as TOP 50  innovation ideas by Inspire Award-Manak in association with 
AI readiness programme by Intel. She has attended a physical training and mentorship camp at  
New Delhi in the month of September 2022. She has been awarded with winner’s medal and             
certificate by Inspire Award-Manak in association with AI  Readiness    Programme by Intel.  
Honourable trustee Shri Amit Shah congratulated and appreciated her for the achievement.  

AI Readiness Programme by INSPIRE AWARD MANAK  
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INSPIRE AWARD BY GOVT. OF INDIA  

Anand Niketan Maninagar participated at Inspire Award, 2022-23 organized and  
funded by Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. Khanak Desai of 
Grade VIII and Zeal Jain of Grade VIII  mesmerized  the selectors with the         
innovative ideas and bagged funding of Rs. 10,000/- each for further proceedings of 
the project. 
Congratulations to the winners for their achievements. 
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SEEDS THE FUTURE  
“STEP: MadeIn3D - Seed the Future Entrepreneurs” program Season 2022-23 is organized in 
collaboration with Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog Govt. of India. ‘Madein3D – Seed the 
Future Entrepreneurs’ is a specially designed program to inspire school students to become future 
innovators and entrepreneurs. The programme objective is to Create Culture of Innovation and                                 
introduce ‘school going children’ to the world of start-ups. The  Made in 3D aim is to develop  
innovation mindset amongst students, to provide them appropriate exposure through activities 
based learning / exploration / challenges and through it prepare them for future. It’s funded by La 
Fondation Dassault Systemes - India and Anand Niketan Maninagar receives fund to run this  
project. 
 
6 students of Anand Niketan Maninagar - HIRWA SHAH of Grade VIII, PARI KADAKIA of 
Grade IX, AASHI RAIKWAR of Grade IX, RUDRA METALIYA  of Grade IX and     
DHRITI PARIKH of Grade IX learnt Design thinking, designing and Biomimicry under this 
project.  
La Fondation Dassault Systemes-India congratulated Anand Niketan Maninagar for completing 
the “Madein3D: Seed The Future Entrepreneurs” program Season 2021-22. They congratulated 
our school team who had depicted innovation which was appreciated by jury panel at La          
Fondation Dassault Systemes and Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog, Govt. of India. 
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Students of Anand Niketan Maninagar took part at CBSE Science Exhibition Competition 
organized by CBSE & hosted by Navrachna School on 15th and 16th of December, 2022. 
All together 112 teams from 66 schools of Gujarat participated in the event. 
Aaditya Agarwal and Vrutant Shah of Grade VIII presented their idea - The  
Vidhyutiya Trampoline. Jahan Vaishnav and Saksham Patel of Grade IX presented 
The Smart Wheelchair (Samarth). 
It was a very informative session and our students performed very well by impressing 
Judges with their smart answers. Students learned critical thinking and mastered the skills 
of presentation. The good news is that ANM project SAMARTH - SMART  
WHEELCHAIR has been selected for national level. 
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Team SAMARTH of ANAND NIKETAN 
MANINAGAR participated at CBSE   
National Science Exhibition hosted by  
Lotus Valley International School,  
Gurugram from 7 th to 9 th Feb 2023. 
 
Students mesmerized judges with  
their presentation and unique innovation. 
It was a great learning experience for the 
students to take forward the idea of  
project  SAMARTH.         
 
Congratulation to team SAMARTH.  
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NATIONAL ALL ROUNDER CHAMPIONSHIP 2022  

The illuminating stars of Anand Niketan Maninagar profoundly excelled in the Kidex National 
All Rounder National Championship 2022. Anand Niketan Maninagar has secured 4th position 
PAN India in this competition.  

Kidex organized this competition in association with Niti Aayog and ATAL Innovation       Mis-
sion.  

It was a 3-month long competition aimed at holistic development and introduced the students to 
various fun & engaging activities with defined milestones to create a sense of achievement to 
keep the child motivated. It further explored their interests in various academic and                   
non-academic fields. We are proud to share that our learners were featured on the National, State 
and Zonal Leader Board under various categories.  

• Kavish Shah – Grade 1 – National level (Cash prize) 
• Aaryan Rahul Pandya – Grade 7 – National Level (Cash prize) 
• Sparsh Raval – Grade 1 – State level (Cash prize) 
• Pahal Sanghadiya - Grade 7 – State level (Cash prize) 
• Mahek Baxani – Grade 1 – Zonal level (Cash prize) 
• Zeal Jain – Grade 8 - State level 
• Yashvirsinh Zala – Grade 8 - Zonal level 
• Surbhi Patil – Grade 8 - Zonal level  
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WINNERS OF NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY CELEBRATION                 
ORGANIZED BY INSTITUTE OF PLASMA RESEARCH, 

GANDHINAGAR  

Students of Grade VIII-XII of Anand Niketan Maninagar participated in the National Science Day 
celebration (2023) organized by IPR, Gandhinagar under various categories.  

Our students had given tough competition to the participants across the State and became winners 
under following categories:  

1) Skit Competition- 1st position (Jeet Modi - Grade IX, Jenil Patel- Grade VIII, Yashvirsinh Zala
- Grade VIII, Shreyanshi Patel- Grade VIII, Dhanvi Dhanak- Grade VIII, Snehee Thakkar            
- Grade VIII) 

2) English Eloquence competition - 1st position (Lakshmi Pillai - Grade IX)  

3) Gujarati Eloquence competition - 3rd position (Yashvirsinh Zala- Grade VIII)  

4) Gujarati Essay writing competition – 3rd position (Jhanvi Patel - Grade XI SCIENCE) 

5) Swachhata Pakhwada Quiz Competition -1st Position (Dhriti Parikh of Grade IX and Vrutant 
Shah of Grade VIII) 
 
Kudos to all our dear students for their excellent performance and remarkable achievements.  
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RAMAN YOUNG SCIENCE INNOVATION AWARD 2022  

Anand Niketan Maninagar has taken part in Raman Young Science Innovation Award 2022.   
After a tough selection process, Reeyansh Patel (Grade IV), Parv Vyas (Grade VI), Aarush 
K. Patel (Grade VI), Aaryan Pandya (Grade VII), Vrutant Shah (Grade VIII) and Neev 
Dalal (Grade X) got selected for the final round of prestigious Raman Young Science            
Innovation Award 2022 held at Raman Research Institute, Bangalore on 18th December 2022.  

Out of 107 finalists at National level, Anand Niketan Maninagar bagged 6 finalists under        
different age group categories. 4 of the finalists attended the National level held at Bangalore 
and presented their scientific ideas in front of the eminent scientists and received huge             
appreciation.  

Congratulations to all our beloved students.  
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CONGRATULATIONS to Anuj Agrawal of Grade XI Science and Nishica Surana 
of Grade XI Commerce for securing 3rd position in English Literary Quiz             
Competition and Yashvir Sinh Zala of Grade VIII for securing 3rd  position in Hindi 
Doha Recitation Competition in SGVP Literature Fest.2023. 

All the winners were felicitated in the school campus by Honourable Trustee Sir of 
Anand Niketan Maninagar Shri Amit Shah.  
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YOUNG TALENT OF ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR  

We congratulate Smay Shah of Grade V 
Orion who secured 2nd position in under 
19 Marathon 'Run for Fun' conducted by 
EKA Club. He completed the track of 5 
Kms in 34 minutes.  
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Rudra Jayesh Nepali of Grade V, Orion became Man of the Match in the football match played 
between PSFC VS BBFS, organized by: Ahmedabad Soccer club at GMDC ground. Rudra's team 
PSFC won the match.  

He was felicitated in the school campus by Honourable Trustee Shri  Amit Shah.  

Juvenile Talent of Anand Niketan Maninagar  

Congratulations to Krina Shah of Grade II 
Orchids for securing 5th Position in Skating 
Competition - 2023 in Mamata Sports    
Centre Gandhinagar held on 29th January 
2023. She participated in Under-8 Category.  

She was felicitated by Honourable Trustee 
Shri Amit Shah and Curriculum Instruction 
Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah.  
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The young achievers of Grade I and II were felicitated for the achievements under various 
fields by Honourable Director Ms. Harpreet Shah. Hriday Baxani of Grade II Orchids       
became the 1st

 runner up for Level 2 in 16th State Level Competition of ALOHA Tiny 
Tots, Shivansh Gajjar of Grade I Poppies secured 1

st
 Position in Shito-Ryu Karate                    

Championship 2023 and Krishiv Trivedi from Grade II Iris received the Merit Award,         
Jaymeen Suryavanshi from Grade II Iris became 2nd 

Runner up, Kiaan Dahabaliya 
from Grade I Iris became the 4th Runner up and Prisha Shah from Grade 1 Tulips       
became The 1st

 Runnerup in UCMAS Exam.  

Congratulations to the young achievers of Anand Niketan Maninagar. 

Shivansh Bhatt and Vihan Parikh of Grade V Pegasus  were felicitated in the school campus 
by Honourable Director Ms. Harpreet Shah for their achievements. 
Shivansh Bhatt secured 2nd position in 1st Belvedere Club Interschool Chess Championship in 
Interschool Chess tournament U12 Category Organized by CCA and Adani Realty at Belvedere 
Golf and Country Club, Adani Shantigram , he secured 5th Runner up position in Inter School 
State Tournament for National Selection 2023, U11, Organized by Gujarat State Chess              
Association, 2nd in Inter School Chess  
Tournament. 
Group B (Std. 4 to 6) Organized at Tirth Chess 
Club, Sun House, Opp. Gandhi Ashram, Stood  
14th  in U12 Chess Era Monthly Classical  
Battle All India Level. 
 
Vihan Parikh secured 3rd position in U-13 boys  
Ahmedabad District Chess Tournament.  
 
We wish both the champions All the Best for   
their upcoming tournaments. 
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Parv Vyas, Aarush Patel and Ved Patankar of Grade VI took part in CBSE CLUTER XIII 
Table Tennis competition held at DPS Gandhinagar recently. Parv Vyas has secured 2nd                                                                        
position and         qualified for Nationals. In team event, Parv Vyas, Aarush Patel and Ved 
Patankar secured 3rd position. 

Parv Vyas won Gold (champion) in U13 and U15 boys in Premium School League held during 
24th and 25th December 2022 at TransStadia  Academy. 
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Mahi Patadiya of Grade IX has won 1st position at U-15 badminton                  
championship; Alok Sharma and Vedant Shah of Grade X has secured  3rd  
position in mixed double badminton championship. The competition was  
organized by TransStadia club. Congratulations to the winners.  

Parv Naik Grade VI Pegasus and his team from Kahaani sports academy had 
participated in U-11 Future Baby League where they played total 10 matches. In 
the entire league they were unbeaten and directly qualified for the finals and won 
the U-11 league title.  
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Rutvik Vishwakarma from Grade 
I Tulips rewarded with certificate, 
trophy and medal as the Champion 
of Champion in 8th International 
Online Abacus Competition.  

Jaymeen Suryavanshi of Grade II Iris for achieving Zonal 
Award as well as 3

rd
 Runner Up Trophy in  State Level        

Competition of UCMAS held at Vadodara.  
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Anand Niketan Maninagar is proud to have winners of LogiQids Mental 
Aptitude Olympiad, Hriday Baxani of   Grade II secured 3rd

 position and 
Arnav Porval of Grade VIII secured 57th Position at International level. 
Winners were felicitated by Respected Director Ms. Harpreet Shah,    
Curriculum and Instruction Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah and Principal 
Ms. Dipanjali Saha.  

Aaditya Agrawal of Grade VIII made his place among the Top 3 
across the country in Countingwell Math Premier League. He was 
felicitated at the school campus by the co-founder of Countingwell 
Mr. Nirmal   Shah in the presence of the Principal Ms. Dipanjali     
Saha. He received  invaluable goodies and a certificate.  
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Kavan Parikh and Pushya Patel of Grade VI secured a gold medal in the Indian Cubers 
League 2022-23 held online on 19th, 20th and 27th  November 2022. They were felicitated and    
appreciated for the achievement at the school campus by Honourable trustee Shri Amit Shah. 
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We congratulate Advik Patel of 
Grade IV Cygnus for achieving 
Zonal Award as well 5th runner up 
award in State Level Competition 
of UCMAS held at Vadodara.  
Advik was felicitated by respected 
Director Ms. Harpreet Shah and 
was appreciated for his  
achievement.  

Congratulations to Janya Patel of Grade IV Andromeda for receiving 
the certificate from International Debating League (Camp Yellow) for 
being in global top 20% (900) among 4500 students from 1500           
countries who had participated.  
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Make a Wish Winners 
This year the contribution of Make A Wish is Rs. 4,90,000 by our students right from Pre-K tiny 
tots to Grade XII students. Students put their heart and soul for this cause and the first three high-
est collectors of Make A Wish from each grade were felicitated by Honourable Director, Ms.         
Harpreet Shah in a special Assembly. It was a treat to the eyes seeing a great number of students 
on the stage with their own shiny trophies which was a clear representative of their dedication to 
be the best of individuals for the future and now. Students shared their experience of ‘Make A 
Wish’ journey as well. xQ Video Lab contest and xQ Make A Wish contest winners and French 
competition 'Concours par culture' which was organised by Rachna Sagar winners were also      
felicitated by Honourable Director Ma’am.  

Respected Director Ma’am addressed the students and motivated them through beautiful and     
encouraging story related to Khari Kamai done by us in our life and the moral was to spread 
smiles on the faces, benefits of Donation for the society at large. Last but not the least Respected          
Director Ma’am added that Acts of charity not only help the people in need but also make us feel 
good but it must be done with our full heart , amount does not matter but heart…. yes ! The      
assembly concluded with huge round of applause and contented heartfelt feelings of being a good 
human being through our little steps.  
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Shoumyata Singh Navya Khatri Vansh Patel Smit Patel Helly Kakadiya Ojas Prajapati 

Yog Patel Swara Shah Aarush Patel Aditya Bhanot Palash Soni Shree Patel 

Dipanshu Kuhar Tryambakam Sahu Samarth Jagasia 

2021— - 2022 

Ved Patankar Vishwa Patankar Reyansh Gupta 

Aarna Sheth Ayush Shah Aaditya Agrawal Arnav Porval 

100% ATTENDANCE 

Yaashvi Joshi Mohak Karanath Kaashvi Chaurasia Kahaan Shah Krushiv Kakadiya 
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR always encourages students and motivates 
them in taking part in scholastic and co-scholastic activities. The winners of       
Olympiad 2021-22 were felicitated by Our Respected Director Ms. Harpreet Shah 
for their excellent achievement. 

OLYMPIADS  
2021-2022 
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Categories for Medal winners 

• Gold Medal for Mathematics  
• Gold Medal for Science  
• Gold Medal for English  
• Gold Medal for GK  
• Silver Medal for Mathematics  
• Silver Medal for Science  
• Silver Medal for English  
• Silver Medal for GK  
• Bronze Medal for Mathematics  
• Bronze Medal for Science  
• Bronze Medal for English  
• Bronze Medal for GK  
 

Congratulations  
to the winners!!! 
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Major 

Highlights 
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Spectrum 2022-23 
Anand Niketan Maninagar’s Annual Day program "Spectrum" was held at Anmol Ruturaj Club 
on 11th December 2022. The chief guest was Honourable member of Parliament Ahmedabad 
East Constituency, Gujarat,  Shri Hasmukhbhai Patel and Honourable MLA Savarkundala     
constituency, Amreli district, Shri Mahesh Kaswala. The team of ANM along with the          
Honourable Chairman of Anand Niketan Group of Schools Shri Kamal Mangal, Honourable 
Trustee Shri Amit Shah,  Respected Director Ms. Harpreet Shah, Respected Curriculum          
Instruction Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah welcomed the guests and parents wholeheartedly. The 
stakeholders of the school -  parents were invited to attend the event.  

After the guests lit the auspicious lamp, the Spectrum of 2022-23 "Reels to Real" put its foot   
forward taking the blessings of the Almighty.  

The students who achieved success in CBSE X & XII Board examinations 2021-22, 100%     
Attendance of the year 2021-22 and Make A Wish highest collectors of the year 2022-23 were 
felicitated by the dignitaries.  

The students from Grade III onwards participated and showcased various talents and overcame 
stage fright. Reels to Real unfolded colours of various variants. They not only staged a                  
wonderful event but also spread the important message that be real and not to run behind reels.  

The show ended with a vote of thanks note by acknowledging everyone's effort.  

Anand Niketan Maninagar management congratulates all the stakeholders on the success of the 
event and making it memorable.  
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Reflections  2022-23 
Anand Niketan Maninagar celebrated its Annual Day 'Reflections' for Key Stage 1 on  25th & 26th of     
February, 2023 amidst great zest, vibrancy and elation. The exuberant and vivacious occasion was graced 
by Honourable Chairman of Anand Niketan Group of Schools Shri Kamal Mangal, Honourable Trustee 
Shri Amit Shah, Respected Director Ms. Harpreet Shah, Respected Curriculum Instruction Coordinator 
Ms. Anmol Shah, Parents and Students. 
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Under the Faculty Exchange Programme for the academic session 2022-23 of Anand Niketan 
Maninagar, the following faculties joined at ANM family from different parts of the world. 

 Ms. Abeda - From Egypt  

 Ms. Rebecca - From Sri Lanka  

 Mr. Pasindu - From Sri Lanka  

 Ms. Menausha -From Sri Lanka  

 Ms. Menna - From Egypt  

Ms. Harpreet Shah, Director of Anand Niketan Maninagar greeted and welcomed all members at 
India and eventually at ANM family. All the new faculty members mingled up with ANM     
members and became familiar with India and its culture, the very purpose of our exchange      
programme. 

FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAMME  
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Make A Wish 
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‘MAKE A WISH’, a unique initiative of 
Anand Niketan Maninagar Management and 
a brainchild of Honourable Director  Ms. 
Harpreet Shah is an effort to extend helping 
hands to the underprivileged sector of the 
society. This year the contribution of 
Make A Wish is Rs. 4,90,000 by our 
students right from Pre-K tiny tots to 
Grade XII students.  
 
With pious hearts and helping hands, the 
students of Anand Niketan Maninagar along 
with our Respected Trustee Sir, Shri Amit 
Shah went for a Make A  Wish cause to   
Raska Prathmik and Madhyamik Shala near 
Raska Village to donate bags to those who 
are underprivileged. Our Respected Trustee 
Sir was also felicitated by Shri Arjunsingh 
Chauhan, the Cabinet Minister. The students 
of the village were overwhelmed and shared 
their words of gratitude for Respected 
Director Ma'am         and Trustee Sir as well as  
all AnandNiketanites for such an act of 
kindness. In turn all the students of Anand 
Niketan Maninagar also felt exceptionally 
well and understood the values of giving and 
making others happy, as ultimately it also 
brings happiness to us.  
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Students of Grade IX & XI of Anand Niketan Maninagar had visited                            
Vivekanandnagar Gujarati School (Shala No. – 1) and distributed 354 school bags and 
notebooks to the students there. The occasion was graced by Shri Babusinh Jadav, 
MLA Vatva, Trustee of Anand Niketan Maninagar, Shri Amit Shah and many Govt. 
officials of local administration. Shri Babusinh Jadav, MLA Vatva thanked Trustee of 
Anand Niketan Maninagar Shri Amit Shah for this wonderful initiative of ‘Shiksha 
with Seva’ rendered to the society through the hands of students. Principal of the      
Vivekanandnagar Gujarati school expressed his gratitude to Trustee Sir and           
Management of Anand Niketan Maninagar for offering this help to the students of his 
school.  
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Anand Niketanites of Grade IV visited Matoshree Old Age Home-Akhbarnagar, as a part of 
"Make A Wish" project. The students donated a monthly supply of ration with their 'Khari Kamai'. 
Students were welcomed warmly by the old members of the ashram and the happiness of seeing 
the children was reflected in their eyes.  

Students spent wonderful time with Grand parents, they clicked pictures, played games, sang 
songs and narrated stories from real life. The residents looked blissful with our students’          
company. It was an insightful experience for our students when they returned back home with not 
only memories, but also some valuable essence that will definitely hold them tight throughout 
their life.  
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MAKE A WISH : VISIT TO OLD AGE HOME BY GRADE V STUDENTS  

Students of Grade V of Anand Niketan Maninagar visited Sharda Shanti Dham old 
age home where more than 40 elderly residents live and they were gifted with  
grocery including tins of edible oil, flour packets, tea leaves packets, pure ghee 
packets, salt packets, all kinds of pulses , rice, jaggery which was bought by the      
khari-kamai i.e. the money earned by our students during Diwali Vacation by doing 
voluntary jobs at home and in the neighbourhood. Our students’ visit overwhelmed 
them and it could be seen in their eyes. As Osho says, 'It's natural for parents to love 
their children. If children love their parents it's extraordinary'. And our students are 
that 'extraordinary' because they love their parents and all elderly people as well. They 
spent some good time there by reciting lovely poems, singing songs for them, 
narrating stories and even played Garba with them. They all looked blissful in kids 
company. It was an insightful experience for all as they came back home with not 
only memories, but also with a lot of blessings showered by the elderly people of the 
Ashram.  
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VISIT TO NAVBHARATI  ASHRAM SHALA 

Grade II students of Anand Niketan Maninagar went to Navbharati Ashram Shala on 28th        
January 2023 ( Saturday).  

The Ashram hosts the underprivileged students for their upbringing and educating them for a 
better future. The students of our school donated their "Khari Kamai" to the Ashram and aided 
them with Bags, Books, Stationery items and Floor Mats.  

The students interacted with one another about their daily routine and how they perform their   
regular chores. They also shared their feelings on helping one another for a healthy environment.  

We always look forward to help the society in every possible way to instigate the most essential 
values of life.  
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VISIT TO RESCUE CENTRE OF ASHA FOUNDATION AND MSM BPA EDUCATION    
CENTRE BY PRE PRIMARY FAWNS  

Anand Niketan Maninagar believes in complete development of the children. It is necessary to 
teach our little ones the importance of giving back to the society.  

Under the ‘Make A Wish’ project the little fawns of Maninagar branch went to the Rescue Centre 
of Asha Foundation which treats injured and sick animals, most of them are stray animals. The 
kids realized that even stray animals should be loved and cared. School donated the dog food, 
horse food and bird’s feed. 

Little Fawns of Hathijan visited MSM BPA Education centre at Jetalpur Pirana Road, which      
educate physically handicapped, blind and mentally challenged kids. The school donated 1000 ltr. 
water tank and 2 white boards. Our little ones realized that we should be thankful to the God for 
keeping us fit and healthy. “We should focus on Abilities rather than Disabilities”. 
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Expressions 

& 

Impressions 
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Courtesy by : 

Dhyana Mistry 
1– Tulips 
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Courtesy by : 

Dityaa Desai  
I-Poppies 

Courtesy by : 

Tanay Chudasama 
I-Tulips 
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Courtesy by : 

Kunj Sanwal 
I-Tulips 

Courtesy by : 

Yuvraj Roongta 
I-Iris 

Courtesy by : 
Yaashvi Joshi 
I-Tulips 
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Courtesy 
by : 
Aangan Patel 
II - Iris 

Courtesy 
by : 
Aizah Saiyed 
II - Poppies 

Courtesy by : 
Krushiv Kakadiya 
II - Iris 
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Courtesy by : 
Mishka Thakkar 
II - Orchids 
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Courtesy by : 
Pransh Shah 
II - Orchids 

Courtesy by : 
Riyaana Patel 
II - Tulips 
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Courtesy by : 
Kanisha Gajjar  
I - Iris 
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Courtesy by : 
Aditi Parikh 
III - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Aparna Soni 
III - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Arnav Gupta 
III - Andromeda 
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Courtesy by : 
Iffat Memon 
III - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Saanjh Suthar 
III - Phoenix 

Courtesy by : 
Shikha Patel 
III - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Arpit Rathi 
II - Tulips 
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Courtesy by : 
Helly Kakadiya 
IV - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Medhansh Vaishnav 
IV - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Mouli Deshmukh 
IV - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Paridhi Pandya 
IV - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Pratyush Patel 
IV - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Saanvi Aggrawal 
IV - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Shaurya Pal 
IV - Andromeda 

Courtesy by : 
Vihaan Malik 
IV - Andromeda 
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Courtesy by : 
Yashas Kasturi 
IV - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Het Harin 
Yadav 
IV - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Anshika Agarwal 
V - Andromeda 
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Courtesy by : 
Arya Khandelwal 
V - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Harshika Maghani 
V - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Hitisha Jain 
V - Andromeda 

Courtesy by : 
Banshree Vadhiya 
VI - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Disha Ludhani 
VI - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Rahi Patel 
VI - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Vishwa Patankar 
VI - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Sahana Appala 
VII - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Sahana Appala 
VII - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Dhwani Bansal 
VII - Andromeda 

Courtesy by : 
Mehaan Suthar 
VII - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Rakshit Rathi 
VII - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Riddhima Shah 
VII - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Tanisha Jain 
VII - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Vritti Bhagchandani 

VII - Andromeda 

Courtesy by : 
Garima Modi 
VIII - Orion 

Courtesy by : 
Riddhi Gajjar 
VIII - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Hirwa Shah 
VIII - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Shreeya Patel 
VIII - Orion 
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Courtesy by : 
Snehee Thakkar 
VIII - Andromeda 
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Courtesy by : 
Yashvi Prajapati 
VIII - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Angel Godhani 
IX - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Dhriti Parekh 
IX - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Jenil Patel 
VIII - Cygnus 
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Courtesy by : 
Kathan Patel 
IX - Hercules 
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Courtesy by : 
Krishna Parekh 
IX - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Pari Kadakiya 
IX - Pegasus 
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Courtesy by : 
Hirva Shah 
IX - Pegasus 



 

Courtesy by : 
Aanya Bhatia 
X - Aryabhatta 

Courtesy by : 
Akshat Deshmukh 
X - Aryabhatta 
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Courtesy by : 
Reeva Naik 
X - Pegasus 

Courtesy by : 
Rohans Daga 
XI - Science 
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Poetic  

Ecstasy 
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Focus on the melody of droplets, 
On the face of the earth  
To shield them from disappearing 
Isn't it our responsibility from birth ? 
 
Look at the tallest of the buildings, 
But are they serene? 
Like the taller mountains, 
Rather clutter-clatter of machines 
 
Look around you, do you see starvation? 
Do you acknowledge the value of food you 
waste? 
Nevertheless, in this era nobody understands,  
certainly, everyone is in haste. 
 
Maybe the resources aren't scarce enough today 
For us to recognize what inaccebility feels, 
No denial, materials are vital, but for the improvised innocents, 
it's nothing but poverty that kills. 
 
Let's take a pause, to become solicitous, 
Work towards others, for a change. 
Let's make development sustainable. 

SUSTAINABLE VERSES  

Courtesy by : 
Riya Maniyar 
XII - Humanities 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS  

THE SUSTAINABLE VERSES EARTH SAYS..... 
Let's discuss about Sustainable Development Goals, 

First is to reduce population sweet souls 

People are dying out of hunger, 

Goals to prevent it from being more longer. 

 

Bad sanitization is making our health sell, 

Aim is to improve our health and make it well. 

Gender equality is must 

Don't take it as a mind of dust. 

 

Decent work and economical growth should be there, 

just don't sit at chair. 

Industry, innovation and infrastructure is the key, 

Don't take it as free 

Courtesy by : 
Harshika Agrawal 
X - Pegasus 
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Quality education is the path to success, 

People don't have free access. 

Responsible consumption and production is the core, 

Don't just sit and roar. 

 

Climate actions should be enhanced, 

or else your own life would be challenged. 

Life below water and on land should be upgraded, 

or else our life would be degraded. 

 

Resources are less , use it wisely 

Follow sustainable development and live nicely. 

If you can't count the  
  Drops of rain, 

  Then 
What to expect from others  

- Pari Kadakiya 

Girls and boys HIT THE HAY early whenever they are in trouble... 
Because couch is the only place where all tears spread in but never  

Become a brook of anyone else…. 
 As tears come because of sadness but are always the part of our  

BLITHNESS …….. 

- Pari Kadakiya 

Time is precious , 
   BECAUSE 

Present "NOW" is the only time  
  When we have power to act... 

And we can't even bring it back. 
 

Neither our future is in our hands, 
     Nor others  

Then why to count one's chickens  
   before they hatch...... 

- Pari Kadakiya 

Courtesy by : 
Pari Kadakiya 
IX - Pegasus 
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DISPAIRING LIGHT 
 

TIME GOES  

DARKNESS INCREASED  

SUN STILL NOT ROSE 

RAY OF PEACE IS LOST  

MIND IS FROST 

REAR OF WORDS 

TEAR OF TERROR 

FEAR OF LOVE  

WILLINGNESS TO MEET  

ANXIETY TO GREET 

RAIN OF PAIN  

DRAIN OF SMILE  

RUST OF TRUST 

MUST OF A GATHERNESS 

FILE OF MEMORIES  

FADING OF FACE  

LIFE OF RACES 

NO PANGS OF HUNGER  

JUST RANGS OF CRIES 

WANNA SCREAM FREELY  

WAS IT REALLY SHE? 

Courtesy by : 
Sanchi Gupta 
IX - Pegasus 

I love nature's music  

And summer time songs, 

In the forest her great singers  

Gather in throngs. 

 

The wind plays the harp 

And the birds take the tune 

The bass part is sung 

By the man on the moon. 

 

Each one of his part 

To the very last letter 

And even our radio  

Doesn't sound better. 

Love For Nature  
                     Will Never Die 

Courtesy by : 
Rohan Maheswari 
IX - Aryabhatta 
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           NO MATTER...... 
 

No matter how ugly you are 

No matter how short you are 

No matter how weak you are 

In the eyes of those people who never cared about you 

 

Until the last time 

When you helped to do their pending works 

People are always opportunistic 

But you have to be realistic 

You should always remember 

You are the only one who can make this world better. 

Courtesy by : 
Rudresh Begda 
IX - Pegasus 

      INSPIRATIONAL WRITE UP  
 

We say things are beautiful but no, they aren't beautiful...we think 
so just because our thinking is beautiful....if we don't have good 
thinking... we can call the most beautiful thing the worst....so it's 
better to make your thinking as pure as you can........ 

Courtesy by : 
Mahi  Patadiya 
IX - Pegasus 
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"Good and Bad Deeds" 
 

  Your one bad deed, 
   will overcome your good deeds, 
    Don't let the monster come out, 
so as to destroy the inner angel of 

yours.  
 

There's a story of a king named: 
Raavana, having a great 

knowledge; 
with a heart of courage,  

defeating the Gods. 
 

But then came  his ego ; 
which became the reason of his    

defeat. 
in front of Almighty Lord Rama. 

 
At the end, we can say that: 

bad deeds attract dozens, 
whereas good deeds attract       

thousands. 
 

The cloud of  bad deeds can hide, 
The Sun of good deeds and hope. 

Courtesy by : 
Hardik Sancheti 
IX - Aryabhatta 

'IGNORANCE' is not the only thing 

through which we can get rid of  ' 

ANNOYING PEOPLE' . 

Courtesy by : 
Gauri Kumar 
IX - Pegasus 

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE  

While people preserve their language; it preserves the marks of liberty. 

There is an ecstasy that marks the summit of life, and beyond which life 

cannot rise. And such is the paradox of living, this ecstasy comes when one 

is most alive, and it comes as a complete forgetfulness that one is alive. 

Courtesy by : 
Hetvi Bhuva 
VIII - Andromeda 
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                    DISTANCE EDUCATION  

Classrooms are new, But students are old  

Books are new, But teachers are virtual 

Pens are inked, But papers are blank 

Friends are online, But friendship remains offline 

Homes are full, But playgrounds are empty 

All topsy-turvey due to covid, 

Let's have owl vision and evil forbid 

Learning is essential 

And nothing matches experience! 

Courtesy by : 
Tithi Patel 
VIII - Cygnus 
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रेल  
छुक-छुक करती आती रेल  
आग और पानी का खेल,  
दरू-दरू की सैर कराती 
नददयााँ - पर्वत पार कराती,  
दकसी को दफ्तर - घर पहुाँचाती 
बिछड़ों को यह पुनः मिलाती । 

Courtesy by : 
Vihaan Malik 
IV - Andromeda 
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WAY OF LIFE  

KEY TO HAPPINESS  

The day we are born,  

Lights of happiness were thrown all 

over. 

The journey of dreams begins; 

Eyes shimmer with joy and tears 

Picture of life becomes clear 

With each passing day life becomes 

dear, 

But the day of our death is to abrupt 

And then people speak of brighter 

side of our life. 

What a way of life!  

Happiness is a state of mind     need-

ed by our body to stay healthy. It is a 

reward system in our body that can 

be attached to anything. If you attach 

your  happiness to the things which 

are not in your control like              

expectations from other people,  

buying things and travelling, then 

you will be always at the losing end. 

It's like giving your house keys to a 

stranger and then spending your 

time looking for that stranger to  

enter your own house.  

Courtesy by : 
Tithi Patel 
VIII - Cygnus 
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‘The selfish world needs more giving trees’ 
   I didn't witness the dark night, 

I wouldn't be blessed with sunshine. 

Because tough times are there to fight, 

So that, you would get more power to outshine, 

 

If I didn't fulfill the need of this selfish world, 

I wouldn't have been established a giving tree. 

But everything has price to pay in this world, 

Not even being kind and helpful is free . 

Courtesy by : 
Keya Mistry 
VII - Orion 

Don't Quit  
So what if you fail, why to be so sad? 

So what if you fail in exam or some tests. 

What is that which motivates you, 

think about the future that creates you. 

 

So what if you fail , why keep it to yourself, 

talk to your family, talk to your friends. 

So what if you fail, 

yes, the world might be tough but you truly lose , where you decide to give 

up... 
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Partnership to achieve the Goal 
We shall unite, in this fight, 

against indigence and help the poor to rise. 

To curb in equality, treat everyone alike, 

and to work and move towards a better life. 

 

Innovate together and create opportunities, 

help each other to create triumphant communities. 

Frawl the problem, not the people around you, 

do not let the hiccups in your way bound you. 

 

Let us try not to waste food or water, 

things we take for granted, might save lives of others. 

Let’s not hoard and let us share things we have, 

everybody deserves to be happy, every feeling you feel, some feelings they 

have. 

 

Can’t you see the world is dying, 

flood and landslides, the sky is crying. 

The ocean, bleeds the plastic that we feed, 

the world needs change and we the new generation are the lead. 

We shall grow together and, 

merry shall be everyone’s day and night. 

Though there are lots of problems in reaching the light, 

in this fight, there is no looking back, but we shall do always right. 

Courtesy by : 
Aayush Shah 
VII - Pegasus 
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OUR EARTH  
On the Earth, on the earth, 

We have taken birth. 

 

Sometimes as strong as gale and, 

Sometimes as gentle as breeze; 

It stands with us, 

To fulfil all our needs. 

 

It asks for just favour, 

A pledge, for an endeavour, 

To protect it from danger. 

 

It is our teacher, 

She teaches moral values; 

She  says, " Enjoy the beauty,  

but never forget your duty." 

 

The threat is of global warming, 

And it is a serious warning; 

For Earth's sake, 

Do not let it to be too late. 

Courtesy by : 
Aarush Patel 
VI - Cygnus 

Courtesy by : 
Aaditya Bhanot 
VI - Cygnus 

आई ददर्ाली है  

देखो आई ददर्ाली है  
देखो आई ददर्ाली है  
चेहरों पर खुशहाली हैI 
रात पटाखों से भरी है  
कुछ घरों िें पूजा चल रही है I 
दकसी घर िें मिठाई है  
दकसी घर िें िूमतव लक्ष्िी गणेश की है  
िनाने के तरीके अलग  
पर त्योहार र्ही है I 
देखो आई ददर्ाली है  
चेहरों पर खुशहाली है I 
साल िें एक िार आती 
साथ अपने खुमशयााँ लाती  
कुछ ददनों िाद र्ह चली जाती 
पर हिें याद तो ति भी आती I 
देखो आई ददर्ाली है  
इस िार और भी मनराली है I  
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RIDDLES/JOKES/STORIES 
    ‘We are all God's children' 

Once I was reading an inspirational speech by Martin Luther King Junior, which 

was delivered to over 2,50,000 civil Right supporters from the steps of the Lincoln  

memorial in Washington DC, This is one of the most iconic speech in the  

American History.  

 

The speech is....'I say to you today, my friends, so even though we face the                       

difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply  root-

ed in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and 

live out the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to be  

self-evident : that all men are created equal.” 

"I have a dream that my four children will one day live in a nation where they will 

not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their          charac-

ter.”                                              

                                                           - Martin Luther King Jr  

I, Parv Vyas also think that we together are "all God's children" and created equally 
by the creator as this beautiful creation irrespective of our caste, creed and colour of 
skin. Each creation is beautiful to accomplish Mother Earth.  

Courtesy by : 
Parv Vyas 
VI - Orion 

JOKES  
टीचर : तुम्हारी इंग्ललश िहुत किज़ोर है | 
गट्टु : क्यों झूठ िोल रहे हो टीचरजी  | 
टीचर : अच्छा तो यह िताओ िहरे को इंग्ललश िें क्या िोलते हैं ? 
गट्टु: उसे इंग्ललश िें कुछ भी कह दो उसे कौनसा सुनाई देने र्ाला हैं ?  

Courtesy by : 
Vidhi Pathak 
V - Andromeda 
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1.िेरा भाई िड़ा शैतान, िैठे नाक पर, पकड़े कान | 
Ans: चश्िा  
2.दो दकसान लड़ते जाएाँ खेत उनका िड़ता जाए | 
Ans : स्रे्टर की मसलाई 
3. र्ह क्या है ग्जसकी आाँखों िें उंगली डालो तो र्ह अपना िुाँह खोल देती है ? 
Ans: कैं ची  
4. काला घोड़ा सफ़ेद सर्ारी एक के िाद दसूरे की िारी | 
Ans: तर्ा और रोटी  
5. ऐसी कौनसी चीज़ है ग्जसके पेट िे दााँत होते हैं ? 

Courtesy by : 
Shlesha Parmar 
V - Cygnus 

THANK YOU TEACHERS  

Courtesy by : 
Vivaan Randar 
IV - Cygnus 

Thank you teachers for all the hours you spend, 

Attention you give, needed by we all 

Time you spend in planning, 

Efforts you make , for the ages to learn, 

You are the heart of every classroom, 

The soul of every school, 

The mind behind the message  

The learning is cool, 

You thought you were merely teaching 

When you were eliminating fears.  
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HOW TO CUT A PIE  

One morning, a squirrel was walking, and 
suddenly it saw a board, it was written 
"PIE CONTEST". It ran towards its home 
and took a basket and collected acorns for 
its ' acorn pie'. The frog came and asked 
squirrel, if she will share the pie with 
him, squirrel replied that it was for the 
pie contest. Next came the mouse and the 
squirrel replied him the same, but he also 
wanted a piece of pie, so it asked for 
itself and squirrel said "BIG NO". Since 
her pie was hot the squirrel allowed it to 
cool and went for a walk. Meanwhile, a 
pig came and ate all the pie. After some 
time when the squirrel came along with 
her friends, they saw the pie was not at its 
place. The pig said that he is the judge of 
the pie contest, and squirrel is the winner 
of the contest, and everyone became 
happy.  

THE RED SHOW  

Once upon a time, in a far away 

village there lived a little girl named, 

"Karen". 

She lived with her mother in a small 
cottage. Karen was a cheerful girl full 
of curiosity. She was very close to her 
mother and would often ask her     
questions about little things like, 
where does light on the earth come 
from? It's the sun that emits light on 
the earth replied her mother. Karen 
and mother were very poor, so Karen 
just had one dress, a ragged doll and 
a single pair of wooden shoes that her 
mother had made for her.  

Courtesy by : 
Medhansh Malpani 
II -  Tulips 

Courtesy by : 
Medhansh Malpani 
II -  Tulips 
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LION AND THE BEAR 

Once upon a time, a lion and a bear lived in a jungle. They laughed, played and ate 
their meals together. One day the lion asked the bear, "Can we go to hunt the turtle 
and eat it ?". Bear said, "It seems a very good idea!" We will hunt it and divide it  
into two parts, first will be yours and second will be mine. They went and killed the 
turtle and  ate it. Now they went back to the jungle and played hide and seek.  
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Sanvi Learned a Lesson  
It was Diwali time. The market was flooded with diyas, rangoli colours and crackers. 

I was very excited to buy crackers. Me and my father went to the market to buy 

crackers. On the way, I saw a stall full of gooseberries. My father stopped at a    

chemist shop to buy medicine. The gooseberry stall was just beside it. I picked up 

one gooseberry as the seller was not there. When my father got to know about it, he 

scolded me and was a bit angry. He asked me to put it back and I put it back. But I 

asked him to buy it for me. He told me that he will buy them later.  

Then we went to a crackers shop. We bought many varieties of crackers like sparkle 

sticks, fountains, chakras, strings etc. On the way back to home, I asked papa to stop 

at the gooseberry stall as he had promised me. The seller gave me one gooseberry 

free as he told me that he had seen me stealing gooseberry from far away. He called 

me a good child because I had realized my mistake and kept it back. We went back 

home happily. 

Moral of the story: We should take permission before taking 
things of others.  

Courtesy by : 
Sanvi Mewada 
II -  Poppies 



 

1.You can't see your ears without seeing in the mirror 

2.You can't count your hair. 

3.You can't breath through your nose, with your tongue out. 

4.You just tried no. 3  

6.When you did no. 3 you realized that it is possible. Only you look like a 

dog. 

7.You are smiling right now, because you were fooled. 

8.You skipped no. 5  

9. You just checked to see if there is no. 5  

10. Share this with your friends. 
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Interesting facts 
1. Dead skin cells are the main ingredient in household dust. 

2. The circulatory system is more than 60,000 miles long. 

3. There are parts of Africa in all four hemispheres. 

4. Snails take the longest naps with some lasting as long as 3 years. 

5. Kangaroos cannot walk backwards. 

6. Venus is the only planet that spins clockwise.  

Courtesy by : 
Vyan Sathwara 
II -  Iris 

10 FUN FACTS  

Courtesy by : 
Dhairya Bhatt  
VIII- Orion 

FACTS TO PONDER 
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Interesting facts 

1) Dragon flies have 6 legs but most cannot walk. 

2) A green Anaconda can swallow a human. 

3) Wild Elephant sleeps only for 2 hours at night. 

4) The world’s longest French Fry is 34 inches long. 

5) GUWAHATI is the first Indian railway station to be fully SOLAR-POWERED. 

6) KUTCH is the largest district in INDIA. 

7) Human have jumped 9 feet 4 inches more than the  Horse in long jump event at 

the Olympics. 

8) CHOCALATE SAUCE was the first food eaten in the space by ASTRONAUTS. 

9) Less than 1% of ANTARCTICA is ice free. 

10) Dogs use different nostrils for different smells. Courtesy by : 
Sparsh Raval 
I - Iris 
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DOLPHIN : A FISH WITH UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS, 

EVEN SHARKS ARE AFRAID OF HER  

1) Unity, leaving in group (pod), protect each other  

2) Body shape: bare upper fin , soft skin & flexible skeletal make them good fighter. 

The horizontal tail helps in mobility and rapid change of direction. This body    

feature makes them fast swimmers. 

3) Folded head & huge stout are perfect biological weapon to attack. 

4) Intelligent & special system instilled  

5) Though believed to be silent and friendly in nature, they are capable of killing 
even Shark, Cases reported of saving  Humans from shark attack.  

Courtesy by : 
Rudra Joshi 
I - Iris 
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People say I cannot read,  

As I cannot decode words. 

I have reading difficulty. 

They say it is reading disability. 

Can you separate dis from ability  

To make me able to read and write. 

 

Educationalists say that,  

It is not due to problem with intelligence, hearing or vision 

Then why my mentors, parents and relatives scold me day and night  

I can learn with emotional support.  

I can be taught with specialized educational support and programme. 

People say I am suffering from dyslexia which has no treatment. 

 

But sorry, 

If Albert Einstein, Stephen Hawking, Leonardo da Vinci and Pablo Picasso were 

Patients of dyslexia can be successful with the support of their parents and mentors 

Then why can’t  I ? 

Help me if you can with love and care. 

‘Help Me If You Can’ 

Courtesy by : 
Rajeswari Verma 
Educator  
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EDUCATOR’S CORNER 
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Courtesy by : 
Vaishali Gohel 
Educator  

वो भी क्या बर्थड़े र्ा  । 
 

वो भी क्या बर्थड़े र्ा.........जब पहचान खदुसे होती र्ी.... 
मम्मी पापा के सार् हमारी हसीन महफ़िलें होती र्ीं, 
भाई बहन का प्यार  उसमें अलग माहौल बनाता र्ा, 
खदु के होने का एहसास, सच में उस फ़दन आता र्ा। 
मम्मी की खीर और परूी...समोसे ....मन को खबू लभुाते रे्, 
शाम को दोस्तों से फ़मलकर....हम अलग ही रंग सजाते रे्। 
वक़्त बदला .... रंग बदला....जीवन का हर ढंग बदला, 
सोफ़शयल  मीफ़िया के  ज़माने में .....खफ़ुशयों पे धुंध छाने लगी, 
फ़जन्हें कभी फ़मले नहीं....टाइमलाइन पे उनकी भी बर्थड़े फ़वश आने लगी, 
हरे-भरे फूलों की जगह...एमोजी.....और फ़स्टकर के फूल आने लगे...... 
और दखेा दफ़ेख के चक्कर में ......आज हम एक दसूरे से दरू जाने लगे, 
वो भी क्या बर्थड़े र्ा.........जब पहचान खदु से होती र्ी।  

Courtesy by : 
Vishal kaka 
Music Educator  
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हैं दकतने खास ये, हैं सिके पास ये 
चलो दिर से सिेटें हि सि मिलकर ये 
क्या है तेरा और क्या है िेरा  
इन सिके आगे भी है एक नया सरे्रा 
क्या र्ही सरे्रा जहााँ रहती थी िेरे प्यारे से ररश्तों 
की िोली 
और दादा की प्यारी सी धोती ग्जसको पकड़ के 
सीखा था चलना, अि है िेरी िारी कर ली है िैने 
भी तैयारी, चकुाना है उनके प्यार का कजव  
मनभाऊाँ गा र्ो पूरे िजव 
ना रहेगा कोई भी र्दृ्धाश्रि 
क्योंदक िैने भी िनाया है उनहीं संस्करों का  
आश्रि, 
दकतनी प्यारी है ये ररश्तों की िोली 
थी र्ो भाई िहनों की टोली 

 ररश्त े 

जहााँ था चाची और चाचा का दलुार  
तभी तो था िुझ िें र्ो संस्करों का आभार 
था िचपन खिू सुहाना 
र्ो मिलकर उधि िचाना  
दकतनी प्यारी है ये ररश्तों की िोली 
थी र्ो भाई िहनों की टोली 
चलो अि कुछ पल ऐसे भी हों जहााँ हि सहज सकें  
उन ररश्तों को  
जहााँ पे जी सकें  उनहीं ररश्तों को  
जहााँ था िीठे -िीठे पकर्ानों का प्यार 
और छोटी छोटी तकरारो िें भी िरसता था प्यार 
िााँ तूने ही तो दी थी ये संस्करों की पोटली  
ग्जसिें थी प्यारे से ररश्तों की िौली 
                             

 Multiplication Tricks  

Courtesy by : 
Soma Roy 
Educator  
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Courtesy by : 
Geeta Sachdeva 
Educator  
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Interesting Math facts 
1. The numbers on opposite sides of a dice always add up to seven. 

2. Every odd number, when written in English, contains an “e”. 

3. “Four” is the only number, when written in English, its spelling contains the 

same number of letters as the number itself. 

4. 18 is the only number that is twice the sum of its digits. 

Courtesy by : 
Devanshi Pitale 
Educator  

The Emotional cup  

Imagine that every child has a cup that  

needs to be filled with affection, love, 

security and attention. Some see to have a  

full cup most of the time or no good ways 

to get refilled. But most children get a little 

nervous when the cup gets nearly empty. 

What fills a child's cup: 

* Play 

* Friendship 

* One on one time 

* Love and affection 

* Connection 

* Succeeding 

* Doing what they love to do or what               
 
   they choose to do.  

What empties a cup: 

* Stress and strain 

* Rejection by peers 

* Loneliness and isolation 

* Yelling and punishment 

* Failing 

Courtesy by : 
Rafida Kazi 
Educator  

‘Let's decide what kind of cup do we want to give to our children.’ 
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MY LOVE IS LIKE A RED RED ROSE 

From past several days, 
You are having doubts on my love ways!! 
For you, let me try to define my LOVE, 
My love just resembles your favorite RED RED ROSE!!  
 
Like Rose, 
My love is full of those beautiful red PETALS, 
Along with those tiny dangerous THORNS!! 
 
Like RED PETALS, 
I’ll always try to amaze and calm you, 
I’ll try to provide peace to your restless thoughts, 
I’ll try to enhance your beauty in every POSSIBLE WAYS!! 
 
Like THORNS, 
I’ll keep those TOXIC people away from you, 
I’ll fight with every EVIL THOUGHT of yours, 
I’ll be a barrier, to keep you safe and guard you in every possible state!! 
 
Like the Bright RED Colour, 
It will be the mixture of LOVE and HATRED, 
LOVE,  
For your every FIRST STEP, 
For those millions of DREAMS, which twinkle like the STARS, 
For that time, when stand alone on RIGHT PATH!! 
HATRED, 
When you cry on your FAILURE, 
When you give up on your DREAMS!! 
When you are afraid of the JUDGEMENT and keep getting INFLUENCED by      
others. 
 
My love is just like two sides of a COIN, which in both the versions 
Tries to MOTIVATE YOU!! 
So, I hope now you have understood my love. 
 
A joyful child smiles with tears in the eyes, 
Shouts in pleasure, 
Yes “MOM”, I LOVE YOU TOO!! 
Your love is just like my Favorite- 
RED RED ROSE!! Courtesy by : 

Yatri Mahude 
Educator  
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Celebrations 
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Republic day 
On the occasion of 74th Republic Day Anand Niketan Maninagar students presented a 
mesmerizing and captivating Nukkad Natak  'YEH KAHAN AA GAYE HUM......' at Kankaria 
Lake on the concerns most prevalent in our society today even after 75 years of Independence. 
The concerns of gender biasedness, intolerance, social and economical inequality, empathy for the 
animals were raised by the students. Their strong stand on these issues and the message to 
overcome them impacted the huge audience at Kankaria Lake. Students March Past with loud 
slogans and the message given through Nukkad Natak awakened the heart and soul of the public.  

Our heartfelt thanks to the valuable feedback of the parents and the audience gathered at Kankaria 
to motivate and appreciate our students. Flag hoisting was done at the Hathijan Campus by Admin 
& Accounts Team along with D-staff and at Maninagar Branch by the Academic Heads to honour 
our 74th Republic Day.  
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Christmas Celebration 
Christmas was celebrated with zeal and enthusiasm at ANM...….Students were dressed up in 
white and red coloured clothes to feel the festive spirit. Decoration added a different magical 
touch to the celebration. House boards were decorated by the house members under the      
guidance of their mentors in unique way  to keep the competition adrenaline up. Different    
activities were conducted in different sections to make students learn values along with        
celebration. 
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Happy Diwali 
Anand Niketan Maninagar celebrated Diwali on 21st   October  in a special way through a concept 
of sharing and caring. All students enjoyed the Dabba Party and had a gala time on this dazzling 
day. They decorated their classrooms with beautiful rangolis, torans diyas and wished Respected 
Trustee Shri Amit Shah and Director Ms. Harpreet Shah, Happy Diwali with beautiful  diyas    
decorated by them, torans and Diwali wishes cards made by them for their mentors. The day was 
full of excitement, celebration and warmth of the special festival.  
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  Ganesh Chaturthi celebration  
Anand Niketan Maninagar celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi in the school campus with          
Anandniketanites and the staff with great devotion and enthusiasm. They presented a skit giving 
the message not to give up in any situation and to give our best. Their energetic dance           
performances stole away everyone’s heart. Respected Trustee, Shri Amit Shah offered  prayers 
to Lord Ganesha along with the students from Pre-Primary to Grade IX. Ganesh  Chaturthi is 
celebrated every year and Lord Ganesh is welcomed in our houses with love to seek His bless-
ings and fill our lives with love, care, devotion and success. We pray to Lord Ganesha who is 
also called as Vighnaharta i.e. remover of all obstacles of the devotees, will bless our                
students and help them achieve their goals.  
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Janmashtami Celebration 
We all know that mother is the biggest protector of her children from all odds and evils. The     
festival of Krishna Janmashtami is celebrated, marking the birth of Govinda, Lord Krishna, the 
8th Avatar of Lord Vishnu who said to have born on the Ashtami day of the month of Shraavana of 
the Hindu lunar calendar. Shri Krishna is one of those Gods whose childhood stories inspire us 
all. Govinda’s love towards his mother, Yashoda defines motherhood and Yashoda’s love towards 
Balgopal is undefinable and indescribable. So, to witness this eternal friendship of Krishna and 
Sudama, Anand Niketan Maninagar celebrated Janmashtmi with Little Kanhas and Radhas. The 
students of Key Stage -1 enjoyed the celebration which was followed by “Matki Fod” and Garba. 
Kanha is also famous for his friendship with Sudama who was his childhood friend. It is believed 
that Sudama took birth on earth to be able to meet Krishna and participate in all his deeds. He is 
also believed to be a true devotee of Lord Vishnu. 
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Independence Day Celebration  
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav : 75 Years of Independence Celebration at Anand Niketan Maninagar  

75th Independence Day was celebrated at Anand Niketan Maninagar with the whole staff and our 
guest teachers from Egypt and Sri Lanka. On this auspicious day Flag hoisting was done by      
Respected Trustee Sir Shri Amit Shah, followed by Jhanda  Gaan and National Anthem, sung by 
the interns from Sri Lanka and Egypt along with other teachers. Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav      
feelings could be seen in the campus as tri colour entire and decor was conveying the love for our 
mother India. Our students celebrated Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav by participating in  different    
activities. Our students and teachers are proud to be the  participants of 'Har Ghar Tiranga'      
campaign to evoke the flavour of patriotism. A big salute to all the      
soldiers who sacrificed their lives for our independence!  
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Rakshabandhan  
Rakshabandhan the auspicious festival of brothers and sisters was celebrated at Anand Niketan 
Maninagar with great zeal and enthusiasm as the students from Pre-Primary to Grade XII tied      
sacred thread 'Rakhi' to their classmates. This Rakshabandhan little Anand Niketanites of pre- 
primary celebrated spirit of freedom and patriotism along with loving bond of protection. Little 
fawns were beautifully dressed up in tricolour attire. What is freedom and how to protect it was 
taught to the kids with the help of a skit. We could feel the warmth of the day and the bonding of 
the classmates. It witnessed a memorable assembly which was conducted by the students    
themselves. They recited a lovely poem as well as shared the story behind Rakshabandhan 
through an awesome powerpoint presentation. The assembly celebration was closed with a    
powerful and graceful dance reminiscing them their past memories of Rakshabandhan with their 
beloved siblings. Post assembly students celebrated the festival by tying rakhis and exchanging 
gifts, sweetening their memories with the mouthwatering sweets. At end of the day, faces of the 
students were reflecting the happiness they felt whole day.  
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 Anm Foundation Day  

Foundation Day is a day which marks the celebration of the founding of an institution. It is an 
opportunity for an organization to come together and celebrate the 
proud history with all. It is significant not only because of the 
number of years it has served but also it is a moment to connect to 
the energy of this moment of remembrance, it is the chance to 
remind about the humble beginning of the school. Everything 
seems possible when we have each other to learn on and work 

together as a team. The 
Foundation Day of ANM, 6th 
August gives us an opportunity to 
acknowledge some of the tough 
times we have faced, and the 
incredible ways we have bonded 
together as an institution. Every 
year, we celebrate our Foundation 
Day to commemorate the day 
when our school was established. 
On 06/08/22, the day began with 
the blessings of Almighty. The 
warm and inviting environment of 
the school was narrating the story 
of the enthusiasm of the students 
and staff on this special day. 
Students decorated their classes 
and enjoyed fun games organized by their teachers. A special 

assembly was conducted where students appreciated the incredible journey of the school through 
their songs and presented amazing dances proving their determination and love for the school. A 
video depicting the journey of a child in ANM beautifully showcased how a child enters the 
unknown place which soon becomes the land of motivation, innovation, and success which 
teaches how to overcome all obstacles, to fight back and win over the world. Students were 
addressed by Honourable Trustee, Shri Amit Shah & Respected Director Ms. Harpreet Shah. 
Their words of wisdom and motivation were the special gift of the special day. The day was full 
of excitement, happiness and loads of blessings of God.  
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Light is good from whatever lamp it shines, knowledge is 
good from whatever source it originates.”                                             
To emphasize the significance of celebrating festivals, a 
special assembly on Dussehra, the festival that resonates 
with the victory of good over evil was presented by the 
energetic students of Anand Niketan Maninagar on 5th 
October 2022. The assembly commenced with the stuti 
gaan followed by a skit giving a glimpse of  Ramayana 
and how Ravana realized his mistake. Graceful and            
energetic dance performances, dramatization by the       
students filled the environment with joy. The day was 
blessed by the presence of Respected Trustee Shri Amit 
Shah. The tiny tots were overwhelmed when they       
witnessed Raavan Dahan. Our International Exchange 
Teachers from Egypt and Sri Lanka were also a part of 
this and learnt the importance of festivals and               
celebrations in our lives. 

Dussehra Celebration  
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Navratri Celebration  
Navratri symbolises the victory of Good over Evil. After a long wait ,finally the 
students and staff of Anand Niketan Maninagar celebrated the festival of Navratri and 
offered their prayers to Goddess Durga. Each day commenced with the lighting the 
lamp and aarti of Maa Durga by the students and the staff. Respected Trustee Sir 
along with the whole school offered the prayers to Maa Durga seeking  the blessings. 
Students enjoyed the joyous festival to the fullest as the last day observed playing the 
Garba. Our international  exchange  teachers from Egypt and Sri Lanka enjoyed and 
had a close exposure to the culture of India.  
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Me & My magical world 
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Assemblies
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Special  

Assemblies 
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Earth Day Celebration  
Earth is the only planet where life is found. So, let's preserve, protect and make it a happy 
place for all of us.       On 22nd April   "Earth   Day"   was   celebrated   in   the   premises   of   
Anand   Niketan   Maninagar to promote awareness on how to save our planet EARTH with the 
concept of 3Rs.  
In Grade III and IV students presented a small skit wherein they shared awareness about  saving 
mother earth and   gifting them the benefits of:  3Rs - Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.  

In Grade V-VII students 
took an oath to save the 
mother earth and to say No 
to Plastic. The creative 
hands made the best out of 
waste to show their respect 
and concern towards mother 
earth.  
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Students   of   Grade   VIII   took   a   noble   initiative   to   raise    awareness   amongst   the    
people. They enthusiastically prepared a scripted programme where students portrayed the role 
of the Earth   and the Moon. This exposure started with a prayer song, continued with a speech, 
skit and ended with a rocking dance performance followed by a slogan. "Clean and Green Earth 
leads to a Happy and Healthy Life."  
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Grade III to IX -  My School, My Uniform -My Pride  

Our students witnessed a mesmerizing assembly on the ethos of our School. Teachers           
demonstrated the importance of uniform and made students understand how wearing a complete 
school uniform instills pride and how those who have gone before you have carried themselves. 
Students shared their views why following rules and regulations is important to achieve any goal. 
The skit and mime presented by the teachers of Grade III to IX successfully delivered the message 
to the students on the importance of discipline. Students were also familiarized with the birthday 
gesture they need to showcase instead of  distributing chocolates, being on time, wearing complete 
school uniform and respecting one and all. This shows that we all take pride in being          
anandniketanites.  
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INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY : 21
st JUNE 2022-23  

International Yoga Day was celebrated at Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus by students 
from Pre primary to Grade XII. As it is a perfect occasion to incorporate a healthy yoga 
routine into our lifestyle the children were taught various yogasanas, which help in correct                                 
posture, concentration,  metabolism,  blood flow and also self esteem.  
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Grade III and IV conducted the assembly on "Things that make you happy."  Students enacted 
two states of mind, where some students were happy and some were not so happy, and how they 
react differently in the same situations. Through the skit they were made aware that how 
important it is to be in state of happiness to tackle any situation in life. Students shared their 
views on how it is important to enjoy little things. Happiness doesn't mean that everything is 
perfect but it means that we have decided to look beyond the imperfections.  
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"Happiness is what you think, what you say and what                                           
you do are in harmony."  



 

We are happy to launch a CERC - ATGL 
Greenmosphere Students’ Club for Grade 
VII at our school. This is with an aim to     
sensitise the students about the need to 
conserve energy and through participative 
activities, convert them into Conservation 
Ambassadors of the future. The students 
gained knowledge on Energy, Alternative 
Forms, Environmental implications, how 
to conserve energy, use greener              
alternatives and, most importantly, how to 
monitor energy consumption at School 
and also their household level.  

For the first session, Mr. Vikram Sridhar, 
a professional storyteller sensitised the 
students about the need to take action    
towards energy conservation. Alongwith 
him, Ms. Anusha Iyer from Consumer  
Education and Research Centre (CERC) 
oriented the students about the activities 
of the Greenmosphere Club.  
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"Good Manners and Etiquette cost nothing but mean               
everything.”  

Grade II Poppies students performed an assembly on “Good Manners and Etiquette". They     
performed a skit to show what are the good manners and why they are important in their life. 
The students enthusiastically took part in the assembly and demonstrated some table manners 
and etiquettes with Key Stage 1 students.  

CERC - ATGL Greenmosphere 
Students’ Club at ANAND   
NIKETAN MANINAGAR  
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Anand Niketan Maninagar campus believes that Gurus are above all. Kids of Grade I & II 
showered their love & respect to our Hounourable Director - Ms. Harpreet Shah,         
Curriculum Instruction Coordinator - Ms. Anmol Shah and all the gurus on the            aus-
picious occasion of Gurupurnima and presented handmade cards to them.  
Students of Grade III to VIII on the same occasion took the blessings of gurus and        
presented handmade   crafts.  

“Guru Gobind Dono khade kake lagu pay; Balihari guru tohe Gobind diyo batay” 

GURUPURNIMA  
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"You can never conquer the mountain but you can only conquer yourself through                     
self-discipline. "Self-discipline is the ability to push yourself forward, stay motivated, and take 
action,  regardless of how you're feeling, physically or emotionally. The students of grade VI,VII 
and VIII presented the same, in the assembly, through skit, speech and yoga session.  

SELF DICIPLINE IS THE BEST DICIPLINE  
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To intensify imagination, creativity and confidence, a project in the form of activity “Enacting a Social          
Reformer” was conducted by the students of Grade IV on 29th June 2022. Students participated with lots of    
enthusiasm showcasing their versatility with the help of the character chosen by them. They were dressed up as 
per their chosen character and shared the information about the characters they portrayed. They were            
appreciated for their admirable performance and efforts as well. We appreciate the efforts of the parents which 
was reflected in the children’s performance. Overall the activity proved to be a great learning experience for the 
students and provided them a stage to explore their innate talents.  
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GRADE IV ACTIVITY: ENACTING SOCIAL REFORMER 



 

Ayurveda is an alternative medicine system 
with historical roots in the Indian 
subcontinent. Key stage 1 had an assembly 
on Nature & Ayurveda conducted by K 2 
Tweeties. Medicinal uses of Neem, Tulsi, 
Aloe vera, Turmeric and mint were  
explained to the kids.  

Anand Niketan Maninagar, believes in resolutions instead of conflicts. Based on this belief, 
grade VII and VIII conducted an assembly on the topic "Problem Solving and Conflict 
Resolution" through which the students discussed the conflicts they face in their day-to-day lives 
and discussed resolutions for the same. Through a skit they presented the conflicts in which 
bullying and overthinking were expressed along with resolution. Through this it was explained 
that Conflict resolution is the process in which two or more people can work towards a solution 
to a problem or dispute. The people involved work together to achieve a solution that solves the 
problem in a way that is productive. A group song was presented by the students on the same 
topic. It was a great learning experience for all.  
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GRADE VII and VIII Assembly : "Problem Solving and Conflict Resolution"  

KEYSTAGE 1 ASSEMBLY : 
NATURE & AYURVEDA  
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PRE PRIMARY : ME AND MY MAGICAL WORLD  

Anand Niketan Maninagar had invited the parents of Pre - Primary to experience the Magical 
World of Anand Niketan where little fawns each day have a new take away of knowledge and of 
mesmerizing smile. The day was filled with love and laughter with a lots of learning for all. The 
fun learning was followed by lunch.  
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Students of Grade IX had conducted special assembly on the topic - Anything is Possible.  

Students presented the theme with excellent skit which elaborated that anything is possible to 
achieve with hard work and passion for success.  
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GRADE IX – ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE  
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Grade II Iris presented an assembly on ‘Safety First.’ Road safety is very important for our daily lives. As      
children, students have to be very careful about safety signs and signals. Students were taught that the red lights 
signify all vehicles to stop and pedestrians are supposed to walk in the pedestrians lane only.  Also, we can only 
cross the roads from the zebra crossing. If we follow all these rules and abide by the road safety measures, we all 
will be safe.  

The teacher explained that A/B/C stickers put up in the classrooms show the evacuation path. In case of any 
emergency we have to leave everything and quickly follow the instructions of the teachers. They also learned 
about safety from the strangers.  

Grade II Iris concluded the assembly by giving important points on being safe at all times. Teacher explained 
them about all the safety measures used in the school with the note of ‘Stay safe, Stay Happy’.  

SAFETY FIRST  
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Grade II Tulips conducted the assembly on FOOD WASTAGE.  

Our young fellows gave a very important message by performing a skit, role plays and enacted an 
amazing Mime. Through this the students learned the value of saving food. The assembly 
emphasized on the fact that how many people take casual approach and waste food carelessly, on 
the other hand, the world is still suffering from hunger and starvation. We must eat food as a 
responsible person. Teacher explained the importance of healthy food in our lives as it is the basic 
need to survive. The assembly concluded by taking feedback from the young fawns of Key Stage-
1 and sensitized them about food wastage.  
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'Food is precious, save it for the betterment of the 
world.'  
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Grade V & VI took part in an assembly to convey that Perseverance refers to our 
ability to pursue a goal or passion over time, and stick with it even if we encounter 
obstacles or setbacks. It is closely related to a range of other concepts including  
resilience, motivation, drive, determination, grit, passion, and conscientiousness.  
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSEVERENCE 
TO ACHIEVE GOALS  



 

Students all over the world face a number of problems which dishearten them. It 
leads to sheer desperation    among the student community giving rise to student unrest.  
Students of Grade V to VII not only discussed the problems faced by    them but also 
came up with solutions to it. In this session students were also taught the           
importance of      Discipline and Manners in their life.  
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DISCIPLINE AND MANNERS  
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On 18th October, Grade II Orchids students presented an assembly on ‘Effective Listening’. Stu-
dents did the prayer followed by an exercise and the students listened attentively to follow the             
instructions. With the help of a skit, students explained how things go wrong if we just hear and 
not listen. This led us to understand the difference between hearing and listening. Assembly ended 
with 8 Techniques of effective listening. 
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Grade II Orchids – Assembly on Effective Listening  
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PRE-PRIMARY ASSEMBLY: COLOURS  

It is truly quoted by Lilly Pulitzer ‘I am a believer that colours affect people’s mood’. The little 
fawns of Pre K resembled the emotions with the help of the rainbow colours and spoke few 
lines on it. The Topic ‘Different colours symbolize  Different qualities ’ was explained to the  
children.  
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A kind gesture can reach a wound that only compassion can heal. There is no exercise better for 
the heart than reaching down and lifting people up. To enlighten the Diwali and to extend our 
helping hands to many who are waiting in the wings, an initiative of ‘MAKE A WISH’ was 
started by our Respected Director  Ms. Harpreet Shah. To motivate the students for being a part 
of good cause, Anand Niketanites had conducted an assembly. We at Anand Niketan Maninagar 
always believe in fun with learning and keeping our kids updated with new technologies. 
Students were briefed in the assembly by the xQ team about Diwali assignments in the form of 
video projects to be uploaded on the XQ Video Lab Platform. Video Olympiad was an exclusive 
contest for XQ Video Lab which was organised for the students where they had submitted their 
Diwali Assignments for the Diwali Project and got a chance to win the exciting prizes. Also a 
bonus contest of Make a Wish  was introduced wherein the best entries across the grades won 
the grand prize - a premium vlogging kit.  
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ASSEMBLY: BE THE DIFFERENCE ..ESCAPE THE ORDINARY 

“MAKE A WISH” 
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" I didn't fail 1000 times. The light bulb was an Invention with 1000 steps."  

Grade 1 Tulips and Poppies presented an assembly on ‘Discovery and Innovation.’ 

Students started the assembly with morning prayer and pledge. They explained about the 
Discovery and Invention. The assembly ended with the invention song, dance and National 
Anthem.  
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GRADE I : DISCOVERY AND INNOVATION 
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Pre-Primary Assembly -  (Branch) SPACE AND UNIVERSE  

On 15th November’22 an Assembly on ‘Space and Universe’ was conducted by the students 
of  K-1. Students explained about each Planet. Further, teachers explained them through 
videos about the Solar System. The Solar System is made up of the Sun and all of the 
smaller objects that move around it. Apart from the Sun, the major members of the Solar 
System are the eight planets. Nearest to the Sun are four fairly small, rocky planets -      
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars. 
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Students of Grade I performed skit and explained the benefits of reading like improving          
pronunciation, gaining valuable knowledge and polishing our communication skills. They took 
the oath of  reading books regularly and upgrading their knowledge. The usage of apps like    
Pickatale and Fiction Express was briefed to the students. 

Importance of Reading  
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It is truly quoted, “Always remember that you are absolutely unique, just like everyone else.” 
Little fawns of K 2 Bunnies, had conducted an assembly on the topic ‘Space and Universe.’ 
Uniqueness of each and every planet was explained to the kids.  

SPACE AND UNIVERSE  
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KEY STAGE I ASSEMBLY: OUR HERITAGE  
‘One’s heritage and root is something to be proud of and cherished’  

Pre Primary kids of K-1, showed the glimpse of few heritage places in Ahmedabad. Children of 
Key stage I were motivated to visit the heritage places of Ahmedabad during Christmas            
vacation. The assembly ended with the traditional garba.  
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"Self confidence means having a belief in yourself and your abilities." 

Students from Grade III - V witnessed an assembly on self confidence, which is an important  
attribute shaping a student’s social skills as well as developing their resilience. Through the skit 
presentation, students’ were able to represent the importance of confidence and how it is not a 
fixed characteristic but a skill which can be mastered and perfected over years of learning with 
mixed experiences. Through the QNA round that followed the skit presentation, students were 
able to share their views and experiences, which helped them to develop confidence and how it 
proved to be a stepping stone experience for them.  
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DEVELOPING SELF CONFIDENCE  
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“Life is a matter of choices, and every choice you make makes you.”  

To inculcate decision making skill in the students, an assembly on the topic "TOMORROW YOU 
WILL BECOME, WHAT YOU CHOOSE TODAY " was conducted for the students of Grade III to 
IX on 20th January 2023. Students presented a skit, motivating speeches, poems in Hindi and English 
and a rap song too to educate that how choices help them to be more independent, responsible, and 
confident. Right choice gives them a sense of control over their lives, reducing anxiety and promoting 
resilience. Furthermore, it encourages self-exploration and helps them to solidify their values.  
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"TOMORROW YOU WILL BECOME, WHAT YOU CHOOSE TODAY "  
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Farewell 

Ceremony 
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A FAREWELL PARTY was organized for Grade XII students of Anand Niketan Maninagar   
(2022-23) on 07th February 2023. It was an emotional moment for all to bid adieu to the XII    
graders. The event started with a warm welcome to Respected Curriculum Instruction           
Coordinator  Ms. Anmol Shah, Principal, Vice-Principal, all heads and definitely the XII   
graders. It was  followed by mesmerizing stage performance by the students. Students of Grade 
XII expressed their feelings and emotions through poetic words about their journey at ANM. 
Principal, class teachers and subject teachers wished them best of luck for their future           
endeavours.  
 
All the students were handed over memento as token of appreciation for their remarkable    
journey at Anand Niketan Maninagar and also as best wishes for the future. 
The programme ended with grand cake cutting ceremony to wish GOOD LUCK to the         
students. All moments were captured to make the day memorable.  
 
Team ANM wishes all the success to Grade XII students for their future journey. 
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GRADE XII FAREWELL PARTY  
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ATL Community Day Celebration 2022  

“LET’S TOGETHER UNLOCK THE HIDDEN POTENTIAL!!!”  

“We want every kid in this world to be excited about many possibilities they can unlock for 
themselves, for their communities and for their societies”- Sundar Pichai  

We at Anand Niketan Maninagar believe that people working together in a strong community 
with a shared goal and a common purpose can make the impossible possible.  

To unlock the hidden potential of the students in and around its community and to inspire and 
encourage community participation, promote the horizontal exchange of knowledge and provide 
community members with easy access to resources to learn, Anand Niketan Maninagar had 
conducted a session on “Design Thinking" and "Intellectual Property Rights" on 15th April 2022, 
as a part of its ATL Community Day Celebration, making the vision of our Honourable Prime 
Minister “Self Reliant India” a possibility.  

Students of non-ATL schools had taken part in the celebration along with Anand Niketan        
Maninagar students. Students shared their ideas and innovations to enrich community learning.  
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Glimpses of atl 

Day Celebration 
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Club 

Activities 
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ATAL T INKERING CLUB  

Anand Niketan Maninagar is a proud host of Atal tinkering Lab, a 
flagship initiative of Atal innovation mission, Niti Aayog, Govt. of 
India. During ATL lecture, students get familiarized with proper 
handling and usage of electronic tools and equipments. It provides 
students ability to use the techniques, skills and modern engineering 
tools necessary for engineering practice.  
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STEAM CLUB 

In STEAM Club students are empowered to be curious learners who seek 
creative solutions to questions leading them to develop the soft and hard 
skills necessary to succeed in life. 
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AST RONOMY CLUB 

Astronomy Club is devoted to hammer curious minds studying stars, 
constellations, planets, galaxies and the endless sky.  
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My Aura Club is for ultimate training for personality development of 
each child and to nurture him/her as confident human being and good 
leader to face the challenges of life. 

MY AURA CLUB 
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TALKATHON CLUB 

Talkathon Club speaks about becoming a confident public speaker to 
address social/public issues and to become a confident and aware citizen 
of future. 
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HAUTE CUISINE CLUB 

Haute Cuisine Club tinkers 
the taste buds and gives the 
students an opportunity to 
learn to cook delicious and 
nutritious platters. Good 
food can make everyone 
happy. A good cook under-
stands exact life balance. 
. 
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HANDS ON ART CLUB 

Expression of minds through colours and artistic creativity is an unique 
skill of Hands on Arts club. Students learn different artistic techniques 
and land up with beautiful displays. Kudos to our students’ efforts. 
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DRAMA CLUB 

Expression of creative minds through words and acting skills is the main 
learning outcome of Drama Club. 
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WESTERN DANCE CLUB  

Dance has a  
major role 
in boosting 
child's social  
develoment.  
 
When children dance, they express their emotions in front of their audience. 
The Western Dance Club helps the students to explore different Western dance 
forms and groom their talent. 
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BOARD GAMES CLUB 

Board Games Club triggers adrenalin secretion  and helps the students to 
learn different board game’s techniques as well as teach them  fair 
competition skills. 
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Health club gives training to make students aware regarding the  
Importance of health and fitness in our daily lives. 

“Fit hai Hum toh Hit hai Hum.” 

HEALTH CLUB 
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Glimpses of  

Scholastic  

Activities 
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It would be a positive influence on the 

learning level of the  students if the 

parents and the teachers collaborate as a 

community in the academic field. Anand 

Niketan Maninagar is here with a new 

concept to deliver  academics by 

collaborating with the parents. It was 

indeed a pleasant experience for students, 

parents as well as for the school. Kids were 

happy to see their parents to become 

their teachers for time being and the 

parents also gave their 100% just to make 

sure that the proper knowledge is 

delivered to the children. Parents proved 

that it is not only Anand Niketan 

Maninagar School but the whole ANM 

family who is together for proper bringing 

up of the children and to deliver learning 

with fun.  

K 2 VIDYADAN DIVAS  
"ALONE WE CAN DO SO LITTLE; TOGETHER WE CAN DO SO MUCH."  



 

GRADE I & II VIDYADAN DIVAS  

To give the knowledge is an act of kindness, wisdom and honour. We at Anand 

Niketan Maninagar believe in strong relationships with our students and parents. 

When parents take an initiative and be an important part of the school by teaching, 

we not only feel overwhelmed but blessed to have them with us. The initiative by 

Respected Anmol Shah Mam, Vidhyadaan, not only encourages parents to be a 

teacher in our school, but also makes the bond of parent-teacher very strong and 

upholding in terms of children's progress. The parents actively participated in 

Vidhyadaan Celebration and they enjoyed being a teacher in our school.  

Across the grades, flipped learning classes were 

conducted for different subjects  to promote 

peer learning, where students flipped their 

roles as facilitators. They came up with 

different teaching methods including lecture 

demonstration, presentations etc.  
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Anand Niketan Maninagar believes in 

learning by doing. 

Students across the grades visit the Maths 

Lab every week and perform different 

experiments on Maths concepts using 

concept wise manipulatives. 

Students even perform Maths Buddy 

activities and receive month wise Maths 

Buddy badges. 

Maths is not a difficult subject for 

AnandNiketanites, rather it’s a subject with 

fun. 
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Iris – Somesh Bharti 
Poppies – Yana Patel 
Tulips – Riddhi Patel 

 

  

Grade 3 
Andromeda – Riddhi Dave 

Cygnus – Vihan Modi 
Orion – Yuvansh Jain 

Pegasus – Devam Patel-

Grade 2 
Iris – Abhirajsinh Raj 

Orchids – Jiya Godhani 
Poppies – Yuvi Vadhiya 

Tuilps – Aarsh Patel 

Grade 1 
Iris – Somesh Bharti 
Poppies – Yana Patel 
Tulips – Riddhi Patel 

Grade 4 
Andromeda – Aarav shah 

Cygnus – Het Yadav 
Orion – Neeryana Bhalala 
Pegasus – Yashas Kasturi 
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Grade 6 
Andromeda – Aarush Shah 

Cygnus – Daksh H Soni 
Orion – Dharman Patel 
Pegasus – Zayan Patel 

  Grade 5 
Andromeda – Atharva Nandanwar 

Cygnus – Diyan Patel 
Orion – Swara Shah 

Pegasus – Shivansh Bhatt 

  Grade 7 
Andromeda – Divyansh Rana 

Cygnus – Aryan Pandya 
Orion – Tanisha Desai 

Pegasus – Abhilasha Pathak 

Grade 8 
Andromeda – Deron Christian 

Cygnus – Arnav Porval 
Orion – Dharvi Keulbhai Patel 

 

Grade 9 
Andromeda – Pooja Shah 
Aryabhatta – Manit Shah 
Hercules – Dhairya Shah 
Pegasus – Angel Godhani 
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Hands on activity is the best way 

of learning. Anand Niketan 

Maninagar is having Physics, 

Chemistry and Biology 

laboratories and students across 

the grades visit labs weekly and 

conduct different experiments on 

Scientific concepts using their 

Science kits. 

Students not only perform 

experiments included in the 

syllabus rather involve themselves 

in innovating and designing their 

own scientific models applying 

different concepts of Science 

learnt during regular lectures.  

Students explore nature and 

Science Park to learn different 

concepts of Science. 
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Grade I students learnt about body parts with the help of ‘This is Me’ kit and learnt about animals with 

the help of ‘Animals Around Us’ kit. By colour magic activity grade Grade-II students explored new colour 

by mixing two basic coloured clay dough, and with the help of the kit ‘Inside Our Body’ students learnt 

about arrangement of the internal body parts by placing them on correct position in the frame of the 

body.  
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Grade VI performed the Science Lab Activity of Separation of Substances. Through this 

activity, students learnt various processes through which a mixture of substances can be 

separated. They even learnt the importance of separation- to either obtain a desirable 

substance or to remove any harmful or unwanted substances. This activity included 

learning of Magnetic separation, 

Sedimentation, Decantation & 

Evaporation, all through the 

practical demonstration.  

‘ ’ ‘ ’
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fun  

activities  
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FUN ACTIVITIES 
It is truly quoted ‘Learning is not about smart children; it is about 

happy children who have  confidence and courage to learn and 

pursue things dear to their heart.  
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K1 child doing activity is not simply a reproduction of what he/she 

has experienced while learning, but a creative reworking of the     

impressions he/she has acquired. K2 students engaged themselves in 

different fun activities which helps in developing different skills like 

fine motor skills, creative skills along with the recapitulation of the 

concepts. 

The lovely students of Grade V

- VII were welcomed warm 

heartedly by their teachers on 

the first day and they did    

sublime Ice Breaking activities 

to comfort themselves with 

their peers and respected 

teachers.  
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Heritages are the preservation of the past for 

the future. Enjoy your cultural diversity, 

preserve it for future identity. The students 

of ANM nicely explained the importance of 

World Heritage Day in different  

languages.  

Grade VI students performed an activity of 

Identification of fibers and its types. 

Through this activity, students learnt 

about various types of clothing materials, 

it's characteristics, classification into 

Natural, Human made and Synthetic 

fibres. They also learnt about  advantages 

and disadvantages of different types of 

fibres.  

Different activities were conducted as a part of concept recapitulation for 

Key stage 1 toddlers.  
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Grade I and II students actively took part in the Laundry Day celebration which was a fun filled 

activity where  students enjoyed washing small clothes, learnt various laundry terms like  

soaking, rinsing, scrubbing, wringing and drying by actually doing them. Students also learnt to 

fold the clothes like t-shirt and jeans which is going to be helpful in their day to day life. They 

also made cute little bunnies and teddy out of their hand napkin.  

As a part of conceptual learning for places around us, K 2 kids were explained the 

meaning of neighbour  and neighbourhood with the activity of ‘Neighbourhood Walk.’ 
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Orange is the colour of joy and  

creativity. Enthusiastic Anand   

Niketanites of K-1 were dressed  

beautifully in orange colour  

attire and expressed  

themselves on  their favourite  

orange colour objects through 

 different activities.  

Pink is the combination of red and white. 

On the Pink Day Celebration, kids made 

the rose milk by mixing milk and red rose 

syrup which turned out to pink colour 

refreshing drink. K1 kids were beautifully 

dressed up in pink attire and expressed 

their feelings about their favourite pink 

objects. Finger butterfly ring take away was 

adored by the kids.  

Blue is water, blue is the sky … Pre-

Primary kids celebrated Blue Colour 

Day by making beautiful blue colour 

ornaments from corn flour. They spoke 

few lines on their favorite blue objects 

and saw everything in blue color 

through their colour filter take away.  
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Pre- k kids of Anand Niketan Maninagar 

celebrated Green Colour Day. All the students 

and teachers came dressed up in the different 

shades of green and the classes became vibrant 

with the beautiful green backgrounds. Students 

were taught the identification and recognition 

of various green objects. ‘Show and Tell’ activity 

was held where in the children were 

encouraged to show green objects to express 

their minds on the concept. Kids adored the 

take away of colour filter glasses.  

With an objective to recapitulate and reinforce 

the effects of yellow colour, Pre-K little fawns 

celebrated “Yellow day” on 25th Nov’22. A 

day dedicated to the yellow colour was 

marked with children dressed in different 

hues and tints of yellow. Children were not 

only beautifully dressed in their favourite 

yellow dresses but had also brought yellow 

objects and spoke couple of lines to make it a 

complete “Yellow Day”. 

On 20th Dec’22 (Tuesday), ANM Little Fawns 

celebrated Black and White colour day, with an 

objective to recapitulate and reinforce the colour 

concept. A day dedicated to the black and white 

colour was marked with Children and Teachers 

dressed in different hues and tints of Black and 

White. It was great to see our student’s 

participation and the way they spoke in Show and 

Tell Activity and enjoyed doing the art and craft 

activity with great fun. At the end of the day, the 

most overwhelming key to a child’s success is the 

positive involvement of parents and the take away 

was loved by them. 
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It is correctly quoted ‘Some people feel the rain; 

others just get wet.’ Pre-primary toddlers learned 

about monsoon season in a fun way. Kids explored 

live objects related to monsoon season. New words 

related to rainy season were added to the 

vocabulary of the kids. Monsoon Shots made from 

corn was yummy delight for the children. Making 

paper boats and sailing them was enjoyed the most 

by the kids.  

MONSOON SEASON 

A splashing water play activity was conducted 

with energetic Pre-K kids. Water play activities 

help to develop and strengthen children's gross 

and fine motor skills. Children enhance their 

gross motor skills, coordination and physical 

fitness through lifting, pouring, carrying, running 

and splashing, while actions such as squeezing help 

to develop the small muscles in a child's hands.  

PRE-K WATER PLAY ACTIVITY  

MAGIC - E DAY CELEBRATION  

Magic - e, magic e makes the whole word 

change. ‘Cut’ becomes ‘Cute’, ‘Kit’        

becomes ‘Kite ‘and so on. K 2 kids were 

taught about magic e by the intern from 

Egypt Ms. Menna. 
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K 1 enjoyed the potluck party with the classmates. The importance of healthy food was taught to 

the children.  

 

Little magician of Pre-Primary presented ‘Match Stick Tricks’ and simple Science experiment of  

‘Dancing Balloon’  during the Portfolio of Key stage 2. 

POTLUCK  PARTY 
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Competitions 
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CHART MAKING – IMPORTANCE OF  MILLET 

Indian kitchens have evolved a lot in the recent years but at the same time have proudly 
gone back to their roots. We have become very much ‘millet aware” in the last few 
years and suddenly these bland, gluten-free whole grains have found their place back in 
our  kitchen shelves. 

Children through the chart making competition ‘Importance Of  Millet’ tried to portray 
different types of millet and its holistic nutritional benefits.  
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JUNIOR CHEF OF INDIA-IIHM COMPETITION  
On 20th October, young chefs of Anand Niketan Maninagar participated in IIHM Junior Chef of 
India Competition, one of the top school level culinary competitions in India. 

Total 68 budding chefs from Grade V to VIII showcased their culinary skill and love for food in 
the preliminary round of the competition. A huge round of variety of the snacks was served to the 
chefs of IIHM.  

Chefs from IIHM were astonished by the presentation and confidence of the students of Anand 
Niketan Maninagar.   
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‘My FM’ ke Rangrezz is one of the Biggest Drawing competition of Gujarat and in Association 
with Anand Niketan Maninagar it was conducted on 10/1/23 in the school campus.  

This year's theme was ‘Amdavad of My Dreams’. 

RJ Goldie from 94.3 MY FM addressed and motivated the students to give colours to their    
imagination on paper by wonderfully drawing ' Amdavad of My Dreams'!!  

Students' enthusiasm was incomparable. From the participants. 40 students got selected for the 
city level competition. 

RANGREZ COMPETITION ( MY FM 93.4 )  
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TOURISM OF INDIA QUIZ 

The Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of  
India in association with Mind Wars 
conducted a quiz competition on  
‘Tourism of India’ to celebrate  
World Tourism Day for students  
of Grade VI to IX in December, 2022. 
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EAT HEALTHY COMPETITION 
Students enthusiastically participated in a Poster Making Competition on the topic, "Eat 
Local and Seasonal". Students showcased their beautiful and creative ideas through their 
drawing skills.  
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INDO-VIETNAM ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION  

Students of Grade VI – XI had taken part at Indo-Vietnam essay writing competition.  

One of the best reasons to do an essay competition is the sheer satisfaction of finishing a piece of 
high-quality written work. Not only does writing help to improve communication skills, but it   
also helps to enhance the thinking ability. Students were able to consolidate their ideas much    
better by this writing tool to shape their thoughts rather than just                                                   filing them away in the back of  
their  heads. Writing  practice also improves fluency and clarity.  
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IIT Gandhinagar Brainwiz Competition 

Students of IX-XII of Anand Niketan Maninagar participated 
in BrainWiz, an event organized by IIT Gandhinagar under 
the theme ‘Initiate, Innovate and Inspire”. Students made it 
to the Final round after a tough competition with the students 
across the state. The Final round was held at IIT Gandhinagar   
Campus on 15th January 2023. 
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MYTHOLOGICAL QUIZ  

Students participated in inter-school  
Mythological Quiz competition ‘Bhavatu 
Bhaaratam’ organized by St. Kabir 
School, December 2022.  
Students have excelled in the competition 
with their knowledge of mythology. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL INTERVIEW (2022-23)  

Anand Niketan Maninagar conducted Student Council Interview for academic session 2022-23. As 
a process, students had filed their self-nomination application followed by an interview for all.  

Respected Director, Ms. Harpreet Shah and Curriculum Instruction Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah 
interviewed the panel of students along with Principal, Vice-Principal and Coordinators. Respected 
Director ma’am explained students about the importance and responsibility of Student Council  
leadership positions.  

Students shared their personal strengths and weaknesses as leaders. They were given an open choice 
to respond to the questions. Students were given different hypothetical situations to explain the 
needful steps to remediate the same.  

Students have excellently expressed their best to cater the role of School Council leadership         
positions.  
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GRADE I & II POEM SLAM COMPETITION  
A poem can give us a positive energy to start our day with hope, encouragement and inspiration. 
Reciting poetry helps to emphasis on the sounds and the rhythm of language, thus building a 
child's phonemic awareness and help to solidify a foundation for reading abilities. The Poem 
Slam Competition was organized for the young poets of Grade I & II with the aim of removing 
stage fear from the minds of children as well as to enhance their pronunciation skills. They 
rhymed on various self composed poetic themes like The Books, If Planets Were People, The 
Sea, 7 Wonders, The Life Cycle of a Butterfly, Time Machine and Changing the Present. The 
students mesmerized everyone through their confidence and colourful attire. The event was 
graced by Respected Curriculum Instruction Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah and Respected      
Principal Ms. Dipanjali Saha.  
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GRADE III & IV MAGIC SPELL COMPETITION  

An inter house magic spell competition was organized in Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus on 
25th August 2022 for the students of Grade III and IV. Students participated with great             
enthusiasm and they dueled through the toughest words. This competition was a wonderful 
learning source not only for the participants but also for their peers. To encourage the students 
and to judge the competition Honourable Principal  Ms. Deepanjali Saha was invited.  

K 2 SHOW AND TELL COMMUNITY HELPERS COMPETITION  

We don’t have to engage in grand heroic        
actions to participate in the process of change 
in the life of our kids. Small acts when 
multiplied by millions of efforts, can 
transform their world. To inculcate the values 
of respect and responsibility in little fawns, 
Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized 
‘SHOW AND TELL COMMUNITY 
HELPERS COMPETITION’ on 29th of 
August, 2022 Monday. Kids were beautifully 
dressed up as any one of the community 
helper and spoke about it. The first round was 
conducted in class where all the 
kids dressed up as community 
helpers and flaunted their talents.  
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Annual Athletics Event  
Annual Athletic Event of Anand Niketan Maninagar was organized on 20th January 2022 at the  
school premises. Students from pre-school till Grade XI had taken part and gave power pack     
performances in the track events, shot put, ball throw and different hurdle activities. Great         
enthusiasm was observed amongst the students to cheer for their respective houses – AGNI, JAL, 
VAAYU, PRITHVI.  

Different houses competed for their house positions and gave tough fight to one another. It was all 
through electrified vibes which was visible amongst the students. Students enjoyed a lot and gave 
their best of efforts to get the positions for their houses.  

Congratulations to all the winners! 
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Field 
Trips 
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Educational Trip -  Grade IV Science City -   

Aquatic Gallery  

Students of Grade IV witnessed an exciting trip to Science City - Aquatic Gallery. Our little      
curious minds encountered alluring species of fishes and explored the tunnel of sharks and      
penguins. They were mesmerized to see 188 species of fishes and it was a worth remembering 
surreal view under water. The learning experience of beyond the classrooms enhanced the 
knowledge of the students of Grade IV and made them more familiar with the aquatic world.  
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GRADE XII FIELD TRIP TO WIIA, AHMEDABAD  
Anand Niketan Maninagar gave an excellent exposure to Grade XII students on 25th June,2022  by 
organizing a field trip to generate awareness about better career prospects.  Students visited the 
Western India Institute of Aeronautic, Ahmedabad. WIIA is a Public Institute which provides 
excellent training in aviation related technology, aircraft maintenance engineering, hospitality 
management and other courses as well.  

The students attended a session wherein they got to know about various career prospects in the 
aviation industry in India after completing the Grade XII. They also learnt about how do aviation 
maintenance engineers work and check different types of aircrafts. It was an educative and          
interesting session as the speaker Mr. Anand Upadyay conducted the session on the board i.e real 
Boeing 737-200 aircraft which is used in their campus for practical training and above all students 
also participated in the quiz competition.  

GRADE VIII FIELD TRIP TO          
SERENITY BOTANICAL GARDEN  

Students of Grade VIII of Anand Niketan 
Maninagar visited the Serenity botanical 
garden on 25th June, 2022 which hosts more 
than a 100 species of birds in the wild, 
venomous and non-venomous snakes, herds 
of Blue-Bulls (Nilgais), monitor lizards and 
Porcupines.  
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GRADE VII FIELD TRIP TO LALBHAI DALPATBHAI MUSEUM   

An educational field trip to Lalbhai Dalpathai Museum was organized on 25th June for the students 
of Grade VII. It was a memorable visit to the museum as the students got a close exposure to a 
perfect blend of art and history with a massive collection of handwritten Jain manuscripts and 
printed books. An outstanding collection of manuscripts, miniature paintings, coins and sculptures 
delighted the young historians of Anand Niketan Maninagar.  

PRE-  PRIMARY NATURE WALK  

Little explorer of pre primary had a wonderful 
time exploring the nature. 

If nature has the ability to improve the lives of 
adults, imagine what it can do for kids! A 
growing body of research suggests spending 
time in nature promotes better attention spans, 
self-discipline, creativity, physical fitness, and 
social connection in children. It can also help 
lower stress levels and make them more engaged 
in learning.  
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AUTO WORLD VINTAGE CAR MUSEUM 

Students of Grade IX & X of Anand Niketan Maninagar visited the Auto World Vintage Car 
Museum, one of the best car museums in the world which houses a world-class collection of 
vintage cars, antique vehicles, utility vehicle, motorcycles and buggies.  
This Museum takes one back to the time when the automobile industry was emerging in India 
and cars were            known more as a status symbol and used to give the indication of owner’s status. 
Students enjoyed the  visit and learnt the difference between different types of cars.  
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Pre-Primary -  FIELD TRIP TO FARM  
Field trips have several advantages connected to it. It is not just a fun picnic.  

In a new environment, students get further opportunities to discover their potential and explore 
new things. Communication and interaction skills of the students get enhanced in the process.  

ANM had planned a field trip for Little Fawns on 19th Nov’22 to farm where they  connected the 
ongoing topic of plants and trees in class with it. They explored and learnt about various plants, 
trees, climbers, creepers, herbs and shrubs and how the various fruits and vegetables are grown. 
They also learnt about the various parts of the plants like roots, stem, leaves, flowers and their im-
portant functions which helps a plant grow. On the Trip, Children  enjoyed sandwiches along with 
Lemonade.  
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Grade III - Field Trip To Khoj Museum  
The Khoj Museum is a child-friendly learning center anchored on Science, arts and innovation. It 
provided an experiential as well experimental space to our students where they participated and 
played with the exhibits. Our students explored the museum through participatory displays,      
inquiry based activities and hands on learning.  

Educational Trip - Grade I & II Science City - Aquatic Gallery  

Everyone loves to fly, and flying underwater 
is even better than flying in air because there 
are things around you. Our little curious 
minds encountered alluring species of fishes 
and explored the tunnel of sharks and      
penguins. 

Under one roof they were mesmerized to see 
188 species of fishes and it was a worth     
remembering surreal view under water.  
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PRE-PRIMARY FIELD TRIP TO FIRE STATION  

Students of the Pre-Primary of Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus were taken on a short and 
informative trip to nearby fire station, in order to make them understand the importance of 
community helpers in our lives on 30th July’22.  Our tiny tots were briefed by the fire officer on 
how to contact the fire authorities in case of an emergency by dialing 101.  

A demonstration drill was also conducted to explain the whole process of fire elimination.  

They also learnt the importance of firemen and how difficult it would be if these people are not 
there to help us when such a need arises.  

PRE-PRIMARY: FIELD TRIP TO HAMLEYS-TOY STORE  
Toy stores are fun for anyone to go into. Pre-primary kids of Anand Niketan Maninagar had a 
fun filled field trip to Hamleys – Toy store on 25th August, 2022. Kids were happy to be a part of 
Magic show and the Mascot bear of Hamleys added to the charm.  
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GRADE I-II : Educational Field Trip  

On 24th September’22, Grade I & II Students visited Sabarmati Ashram. "Being a Gujarati, I 
thought I should be able to render the greatest services to the country through the Gujarati 
language. And then as Ahmedabad was an ancient centre of hand loom weaving, it was likely to 
be most favourable field for the revival of the cottage industry of hand spinning. There was also 
a hope that, the city being capital of Gujarat, monetary help from its wealthy citizens would be 
more available than any other place".  

This was an explanation given by our very own Gandhiji for choosing Ahmedabad as his hub of 
activities. Our students visited his ashram to witness the memorial museum which contained a 
sizable collection of manuscripts of Gandhi's writings during his stay in the Sabarmati Ashram 
which has been preserved with care and accuracy.  

Students learnt how Mahatma Gandhi used spin wheel to make cotton thread and were also 
emphasized to use Swadesi things.  
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PRE PRIMARY FIELD TRIP TO FARM  

Going on a field trip enhances the critical thinking skills and gives students a chance to 
think from a different perspective. Several children don't get to experience the typical 
field trip locations with their families. Excursions give students the chance to experience 
new venues. Pre-Primary Anand Niketanites had a fun filled field trip to farm on 19th 
November, 2022 Saturday. Children learned about different vegetables and fruits grown 
in the farm. They had an amazing retreat with lush greenery amidst the nature.  
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PRE-PRIMARY FIELD TRIP TO CHILDREN’S        
TRAFFIC PARK 

A traffic park is a park where children can learn the rules to be followed on the road. An 
excursion to the Children’s Traffic Park was organized for the students of Grade I and II on 19th 

November’22 with the intension of introducing basic road safety rules to them. They got hands 
on experience to cross zebra crossing, walk on footpath, cross the over bridge and walk under 
the bridge and do cycling with their friends. They were explained each and every road safety 
rule e.g., meaning of various signs of road, lights of traffic signal, importance of wearing helmet 
and putting on the seat belts. The field trip they were refreshing mix of education and 
entertainment and we like calling it edutainment.  
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K 1 & K 2 FIELD TRIP : SUNDARVAN  
Field trip is an opportunity for us to enter into the world of mystical power. Little K 1 & K 2 
explorers went on their first excursion at Sundarvan on 16th April 2022, Saturday. A lush green 
sanctuary that whisks us away from the daily dust and noise to engage our senses to the sounds 
and beauty of nature. Different birds like turkey, ducks, cock-a-tail etc. and reptiles like 
crocodile, monitor lizard, snake were the part of excursion.  
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GRADE VI & VII FIELD TRIP TO VIKRAM SARABHAI 
SPACE EXHIBITION  

Students of Grade VI and VII explored the incredible journey of the SPACE history 
of India through Vikram Sarabhai Space Exhibition. The kids-friendly exhibition 
centre in Ahmedabad is the vision of the scientist and astronomer Vikram Sarabhai. 
This sprawling exhibition encouraged the children to see the progress of Indian 
space programmes, they learnt about, how a satellite can remain in an orbit by 
moving at a certain velocity. They also learnt about how different types of rockets 
were developed by ISRO year by year. They also showed a video about successfully 
completed past projects of ISRO as well their future plans. Students were 
immensely happy to see the strength of the Space Research Programme.  
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FIELD TRIP TO  

VIKRAM SARABHAI SPACE EXHIBITION CENTRE (VIII -XII)  

Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized a field trip for the students of Grade VIII to XII to 
‘Vikram Sarabhai Space Exhibition Centre’ on 23rd April 2022 (Saturday).  

It was the dream of Dr. Vikram Sarabhai to make every kid Science and techno savvy. And this 
place is one of his efforts to produce interest for Science. Science Halls, Earth Pavilion, Energy 
Park, hall of space, hall of Science, astronaut games, many other games live Activities - coal 
mine, mission to Mars, earthquake, Movies - Moonwalk are the list of the places/activities that 
students explored.  

It’s a novel attempt to supplement the textbook knowledge with practical application via games 
and simple models to generate interest in the students. To learn basic concepts of Science 
through models and games is fun for kids. It has different projects for different age group 
children.  

It was an excellent day out for kids. Students had a superb time and they enjoyed a lot.  
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GRADE II  FIELD TRIP TO KHOJ MUSEUM  
Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized a field trip to Khoj Museum on 09th April’22. Khoj 
Museum is one of the most dynamic museum for children in India focusing on connecting 
Science, Art and Innovation. Our tiny tots of Grade-2 explored the museum by participatory 
displays, inquiry based activities and hands on learning. They acquired knowledge about various 
predecessor of modern television, cinema and projector. They enjoyed water activities, bubble 
activities and many more. It was a fun learning for the kids. Students were encouraged to 
interact, participate, play and explore different exhibits and concepts.  
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Students of Grade V were taken to Kanhai Foods (Kabhi B) to have a close exposure to 
the baking world. This field trip enhanced their critical thinking skills and gave students a 
chance to think about a topic or theme from a different perspective. This new venue gave 
them a chance to learn about the incredible history of Kabhi B. Our future entrepreneurs 
learnt many skills through this field trip.  
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Educational Trip -  Grade  III Science City -   

Aquatic Gallery  

Students of Grade III witnessed an exciting trip to Science City - Aquatic Gallery. Our little      
curious minds encountered alluring species of fishes and explored the tunnel of sharks and      
penguins. They were mesmerized to see 188 species of fishes and it was a worth remembering 
surreal view under water. The learning experience of beyond the classrooms enhanced the 
knowledge of the students of Grade III and made them more familiar with the aquatic world.  
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One day Picnic of the staff of Anand Niketan Maninagar to STATUE OF UNITY , the 182 mts. 
tall statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel’s was not only a unique experience but an adventure as 
well. The first glance soaked in the water droplets of rain was breathtaking. Standing in front of 
the tallest idol in the world, itself was a blessing. The moment we stepped there ,our excitement 
could be felt. Ekta Nagar , the ecosystem, well planned magnificent and and serene surroundings 
add on to the beauty of the tallest statue. We enjoyed each moment from Jungle Safari to Valley of 
flowers, Narmada Dam to the superb view of Vindhyachal range and Satpura Range and laser 
show narrating the incredible, unbeatable story of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel to the closing speech 
of our Honourable Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modiji evoked the nationalistic feelings and the 
whole campus was echoed with Vande Mataram & Jai Hind. Through the museum balcony 
reaching upto the heart of the STATUE OF UNITY was memorable. Our guest teachers from the 
other countries of the world were amazed to witness the unity and strength of our motherland. The 
whole staff of Anand Niketan Maninagar will always remember this, the most enjoyable trip 
specially organised by the Stakeholders of our school Honourable Trustee Shri Amit Shah and 
Respected Director  Ms. Harpreet Shah. 
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Workshops 
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Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized a workshop for the teachers on ‘Happiness 
Curriculum’ on 05th November 2022 at the school campus. Respected Chairman of Anand 
Niketan Group of Schools Shri Kamal Mangal, Respected Trustee of Anand Niketan Maninagar 
Shri Amit Shah, Curriculum Instruction Coordinator Ms. Anmol Shah were present at the 
occasion.  

The session on Jivan Vidya & Happiness curriculum was indeed a life changing session. It was 
delivered by Mr. Shrawan Shukla, an industry expert of Happiness Curriculum. The whole 
concept of happiness is under the main theme that ‘Existence of Education is the  co-existence 
of human values’.  

Speaker emphasized on learning of moral values and how to integrate that with life skills to 
implement in the curriculum with story based teaching methodologies and finally taking 
reflection from students.  

Respected Chairman Sir interacted with teachers and shared his words of wisdom.  

Teachers had an open discussion on different aspects of life and how to improve the quality of 
life by improving self-realization.  It was indeed an excellent session with great learning output.  
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CAREER COUNSELING SESSION FOR GRADE IX-XII  

Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized a career counseling session for the students of 
Grade IX-XII on 17th November 2022. Renowned Career counselor and industry expert 
Mr. Mohit Mangal conducted the session. 

Students were briefed about importance of understanding self-aptitude and to find out 
self-intend for choosing correct career option. Students were informed about different 
career options after Grade XII and given guidelines how to set target for better 
preparation of right career option.  

Students put up various questions about their life and career which were addressed by the 
resource person. It was a very interactive and fruitful session.  

It was really an amazing and outcome oriented session for the students.  

Anand Niketan Maninagar always provides excellent opportunities and industry based 
interactive platforms to the students.  
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The mediocre teacher tells, the good teacher explains, the superior teacher demonstrates & the 
great teacher inspires. Anand Niketan Maninagar School celebrated Teachers Day followed by 
teachers performances in the form of dancing, singing, painting and acting. Respected Trustee Sir, 
Shri Amit Shah guided our students and motivated them to do their best and to co-operate with the 
teachers. Our interns from different countries (Egypt & Srilanka) showcased their talent in their 
countries way respectively. Students also portrayed their mind thoughts in the form of dance! 
Higher grade students flipped their roles as teachers and taught the other kids. Annual Award    
Ceremony of Anand Niketan Maninagar was conducted and the teachers were awarded on the    
different basis of their performances.  

Many teachers received cash prize of One Lakh Rupees for their dedication and long term           
commitment with Anand Niketan Maninagar. 

TEACHER ’S DAY CELEBRATION  
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Workshop conducted by Vikram Sarabhai National Children             
Innovation Center (VSCIC), Gujarat University 

Anand Niketan Maninagar always  
believes in continuous development of 
teachers and students. Team ANM        
participated at workshop conducted by 
VSCIG and learnt about 21 s t century 
skills and their importance in building 
an innovation ecosystem for children. 
It was a great opportunity for both the 
students and teachers. Grade XI      
student Krishna Bansal   presented his 
idea Rakshik – the COVID protective 
gear in the workshop as a part of 
GUSEC incubation support.  
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A workshop of Teaching techniques on LSRW and Phonetics was conducted by Anand Niketan 
Maninagar in association with Eupheus learning wherein the schools from all over Ahmedabad 
participated and were thankful to Anand Niketan Maninagar for conducting this workshop as it 
gave them an opportunity to enhance their Pronunciation skill. The resource person Dr. Asher 
Jesudoss, specialized in phonetics, sustainable development and Animals Rights activist, PhD in 
linguistics and having more than 17 years’ of experience in training bachelors, masters, PhD      
students in leading universities such as IIT Delhi, IIM Jammu, NCERT Evidya etc. He taught the 
correct pronunciation of the words, the 5 hypotheses of Krashen's Theory of second language  
acquisition, the phenomes of English, played phonics games, pronunciation word stress and    
commonly mispronounced words in India were discussed and practiced. It was a great learning 
experience for all and the participants from all the schools of Ahmedabad who had joined the 
workshop at Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus and gave their gratitude to Anand Niketan     
Maninagar and appreciated the care, arrangements and hospitality by the host school i.e. Anand 
Niketan Maninagar Campus.  
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Prakruti  ki  Pathshala at Anand Niketan Maninagar (Grade V to VIII)  

The students of Grade V to VIII had participated in a workshop called "Prakruti ki Pathshala", 
where students learnt about environmental protection and understood the fragility of our 
environment and the importance of awareness.  

The event is a flagship programme of Gujarat Ecology Commission under the guidelines of 
Forest and Environment Department, Govt. of Gujarat.  

Promoting environmental awareness is an easy way to become an environmental steward. 
Through this workshop, students learnt many ways to protect our environment and become a 
superhero. The session ended with a quiz where students answered the questions enthusiastically 
and received tokens of awards and certificates for the same.  

ANM received a trophy for being an active member for saving environmental resources. School 
has been awarded with books for library as part of environment saving brigade generation.  
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ENERGY CONSERVATION WORKSHOP 

Consumer Education & Research Centre had organized a workshop at Anand 
Niketan Maninagar Campus on Energy Conservation. Students learned about 
various appliances we use in routine life and their energy consumption. They were 
provided with forms     where they filled in the basic details about appliances they are 
using, number of the appliances and their energy  consumption. They were given a 
task to keep an eye on the energy usage and light bill. This helped students  to learn 
more about energy conservation, and how to use it  appropriately.  
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR : HEALTH AWARENESS  

 WORKSHOP  
"Healthy body and healthy mind brings success in life". To bring awareness about diabetes, 
healthy life style and importance of exercise a ‘Health Awareness Workshop’ was conducted at 
Anand Niketan Maninagar campus on 24th of September in association with 'Rudraksha 
Institute of Medical Sciences. Dr. Vipul Chavda and Dr. Dhruvi Hasnani from Rudraksha 
Institute of Medical Science (RIMS) not only enlightened us about various types of diabetes 
and their root causes but also appreciated the role of a teacher in a student's life.  

Dr. Shivangi discussed healthy and nutritious food for all age groups and Dr. Vaishali displayed 
some special exercises for the teachers suitable as per their work habits.  
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PARENT ORIENTATION - 2022-23  

Anand Niketan Maninagar had organized a Parent Orientation from Pre-primary till Grade XII in 
the month of June’ 2022. 

The sole idea behind the orientation was to update parents about new academic session 2022-23 
and to build a strong long term relationship with parents.  

The session started with welcoming of the parents followed by school tour, discussion of 
scholastic and co-scholastic parameters and assessment pattern.  

Parents were made familiar with the rules and regulations of the school; opportunities provided by 
school; and assessment pattern. The Orientation programme witnessed the honest feedback shared 
by our parents and alumni. The informative school tour gave them an idea of the day-to-day 
progress of the students in the various areas of the school, i.e. the labs, classrooms, play areas etc. 
which is designed as per the age groups of the students. It was a day for the parents to recall their 
old school days' memories as well. 
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A workshop on the topic ‘Future is Today’ was held for the students of Grade IX.  

COUNSELING  WORKSHOP 
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DENTAL CHECK-UP CAMP 

Dental check-up camp was organized at Anand Niketan Maninagar for all the students. 
The doctors checked the     students’ oral hygiene and shared a concise Dental Report 
with the students.  
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TEACHERS’  FITNESS WORKSHOP  
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An Initiative taken 
by Honourable 
Prime Minister      

Of India -                  
Shri  Narendra 

Modi.  

Students of Grade  
IX to XII took part 

in ‘Pariksha Pe 
Charcha’ 
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CYBER  JAGROOKTA SEMINAR - 2023   

 
‘CYBER JAAGROOKTA SEMINAR’ was organized by Anand Niketan Maninagar for     
students of Grade X-XII on 10th March 2023, at the school premises by renowned Cyber    
Security Expert Mr. Dhruv Pandit. 
 
Cyber Jaagrookta Seminar was organized to raise cyber security awareness among students 
& teachers, how they can protect them from cyber-crime / cyber-attacks which is very            
predominant in today’s era of social media.  
 
Mr. Dhruv Pandit  is Alumni of  Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus, Batch 2014.  
He is India’s youngest Cyber Security Entrepreneur,  recently awarded by knowledge    
Chamber of Commerce Industry (KCCI) 2022.  
 
Different parameters of cyber safety were briefed to the students. Students interacted with 
the expert and came to know about ‘Do’s and Don’ts’ of cyber security. They were             
enlightened about the consequences of cyber-crimes in terms of Indian Cyber Laws. 
  
It was a great learning experience for the students to come to know about minor details of 
cyber safety and it was a great moment of pride for ANM family to see our Alumni reaching 
such great heights at such young age. 
  
Anand Niketan Maninagar is committed to conduct such informative sessions in future.  
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Parents 
& 

Teachers 

Meeting 
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Portfolio - I  of Grade III to XII  
Teachers and parents making pact to make a new difference.  
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Empower I Portfolio ( Parent - Teacher Meeting ) of 
Grade III to XII  

Teachers and parents making pact to make a new difference. Students’ Clubs presentation 
(Astronomy Club and Steam Club), French learning counter and Diwali Mela remained additional 
attraction of the day. 

KEYSTAGE 2 PORTFOLIO II    
PRE PRIMARY PRESENTATION  

 
Education at Anand Niketan Maninagar 
not restricted to books and boundaries of 
the classroom. We believe in fun with 
learning. Anand Niketanites of K 2 shared 
their knowledge about animals with the  
parents through 'Aim the Target Game.’  
Parents had to aim the target and children 
asked them few general knowledge      
questions. On giving the correct answer, 
little fawns gave the stamp as a small  
token of appreciation. The smile on the 
face of the children and the parents spoke  
everything.  
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PORTFOLIO - II OF KEY STAGE - 1 
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PORTFOLIO - III KEYSTAGE - I AND KEYSTAGE - II  

"Your attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude."  

Portfolio -III was conducted on 11.02.2023 Saturday to discuss the performance of the students 
with their parents.  
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